Spoil Mee Rotten

Home Parties
or
By Appointment

Specializing in Adult Sex Toys and Sexy Lingerie

www.spoilmeerotten.com   0467320199   spoilme.rotten@ymail.com
Spoil Mee Rotten

The home party specialists...

Contact April and Jeff on: 0467320199

We started this business after spending countless hours searching through hundreds and thousands of “adult products”, hoping to find the product to “tickle our fancy”. We then took a gamble that our purchases were accurately represented by the dealer. Most of the time we were left disappointed. Now you can do as we did....

~OR~

Simply attend a “Spoil Mee Rotten” home party

~OR~

Order directly through “Spoil Mee Rotten”

*Now available:* a diverse and comprehensive (user friendly) CD catalogue that showcases the items that we personally recommend. You can inspect, compare, and discuss the products our consultants bring to the fun filled parties.

No more “It’s NOT what I thought it would be!”

*In addition we offer:*

- Wonderful incentives to host your own party
- Your choice of female, male, or ‘couples’ consultants
- The ability to find any “specific” items that you may desire. We do the leg work for you when you email or phone a request.
- A **10% discount** on your next order if you, email us a review of a purchased product ([spoilme.rotten@ymail.com](mailto:spoilme.rotten@ymail.com))

Phone Number: 0467320199
email: spoilme.rotten@ymail.com
Spoil Me

Host Rewards:
The higher the sales from your party the better your rewards:
You receive 5% of party sales as a voucher to spend how you wish.

Plus for party sales between:

$400 - $599  receive your voucher plus 1 item at ½ price
$600 - $799  receive your voucher plus 2 item at ½ price
$800 - $999  receive your voucher plus 3 item at ½ price
$1000 - $1199 receive your voucher plus 4 item at ½ price
$1200 and over receive your voucher plus 5 item at ½ price

Plus:
For each party booked & confirmed at yours,
you receive a $15 voucher
Your choice of party and consultants.
"Girls night in", "Blokes only", "Couples night" or
"Who-ever rocks up" or you pick a theme.
Consultants can be male or female or a couple!
Spoil Mee Rotten

Book Us For A Hen’s Night!
“Come to Us or We can come to You”

We have more games! You can request selected items from our stock range to be available on the day/night of party. No extra cost to you.

The bride-to-be will receive a complimentary ‘honeymoon kit’ plus rewards from any sales at the party:-

The higher the sales the better her rewards:
Bride-to-be will receive 5% of party sales as a voucher to spend how she wishes

Plus for sales:

$400 - $599 her voucher plus 1 item at ½ price
$600 - $799 her voucher plus 2 item at ½ price
$800 - $999 her voucher plus 3 item at ½ price
$1000 - $1199 her voucher plus 4 item at ½ price
$1200 and over her voucher plus 5 item at ½ price

Plus:
For any additional parties booked & confirmed she will receive a $15 voucher

Book now via email or phone. You can choose a male, female or couple’s consultant.

Phone: 0467320199 Email: spoilme.rotten@ymail.com
In order to provide high quality and reasonably priced Lingerie, we are limiting our primary range to the items shown here. We do carry an extensive assortment of additional garments that can be viewed in our shop, at a home party, or by request.
Lycra/Mesh corset, fully boned with gathered lace padded cups

Corset
1 PC. Fully boned lycra/mesh corset with gathered lace padded cups and hem detail. Removable garters and straps, 3 accent bows and front rhinestone detail. Shown with 706+ mini skirt

BLACK/BLUE- 3X/4X
BLACK/RED-1X/2X, 3X/4X

ORDER:
Code# KC- 328+
$130.00
Lycra/mesh corset, fully boned with gathered lace padded cups

Corset

1 PC. Fully boned lycra/mesh corset with gathered lace padded cups and hem detail. Removable garters and straps, 3 accent bows and front rhinestone detail. Shown With:

- G-string (100)
- Stockings (1706)

BLACK/BLUE-SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE, XLARGE

ORDER:
Code# KC-328

$130.00
Hot Ruffle Short Panty

This pretty and frilly design is made from comfortably soft and highly stretchable material.

Available in Black

Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XL, 2XL

Order Code# DL-30

$16.00
Elegant Green lace trim Corset

The alluring green colour when combined with the black and silver pattern make this fully boned corset both classy and tempting. It's strapless design makes it comfortable to wear whilst the removable garters adds to its versatility.

Order
Code# SW-C34
$80.00
Pink Satin Robe with black trim

This seductively sophisticated robe is certain to please. Whether it is worn as an accessory over another garment, or all on its own, you will find it to be the "perfect touch" for your evening.

Available Pink, Red, Baby Blue- One Size (M/L)

Order Code# SW-004

$50.00
Sexy Noble Party Bustier

This elegant and seductive Bustier is perfect for any occasion. It is gently boned with underwire support. The lacy adjustable shoulder straps are nicely complimented by the same material on the bottom of the garment. Garters are removeable.

Red/Black- Medium, Large, XL, 2XL

Order
Code# SW-C39
$90.00
Chemise Nightie/Slip

This alluringly seductive nightie is certain to be a favourite. It is designed to compliment one's figure whilst its sheer material will leave just enough to the imagination.

Matching G-string included

Purple- Medium, Large, XL, 2XL, 3XL

Order Code# SW-34

$60.00
This exquisite corset is fully boned and has underwire support. It is designed to be laced up in both the front and the back. This feature makes the garment easy to get both in to and out of.

Black/Red- Medium, Large, XL, XXL

Order Code# SW-C64
$80.00
Coquette Stretch mesh ruffle mini skirt

Skirt
1 PC. Stretch mesh ruffle mini skirt with layers of ruffles and stretch waistband.

BLACK- OS/XL (16-20)
BLACK- OS (8-14)
RED- OS/XL (16-20)
RED- OS (8-14)

ORDER:
Code# KC-706+
$40.00
Coquette Babydoll & G-String.

Babydoll & G-String 2 PC. Lycra/mesh babydoll with gathered lace padded cups, rhinestone button detail and removable straps. Includes lycra G-String.

BLACK/BLUE- SMALL, X-LARGE

BLACK/RED- SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE

ORDER:
Code# KC-1328
$85.00
Lycra/mesh babydoll with gathered lace padded cup

Babydoll & G-String 2 PC. Lycra/mesh babydoll with gathered lace padded cups, rhinestone button detail and removable straps. Includes lycra G-String.

BLACK/BLUE- 1X/2X, 3X/4X
BLACK/RED- 3X/4X

ORDER:
Code# KC-1328+
$85.00
Floral printed lace over satin heart shaped design on front

Bustier & G-String 2 PC. Floral printed lace over satin heart shaped design on front with powernet front and back panels. Including padded underwire cups, boning, center back hook & eye closure and garters. Features removable straps, ribbon/lace detailing, and a floral printed lace over satin G-String.
Shown With:
Stockings (1756)

BLACK/PURPLE- SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE, X-LARGE

ORDER:
Code# KC-1033
$130.00
Floral printed lace over satin heart shaped design on front

Bustier & G-String 2 PC. Floral printed lace over satin heart shaped design on front with powernet front and back panels. Including padded underwire cups, boning, center back hook & eye closure and garters. Features removable straps, ribbon/lace detailing, and a floral printed lace over satin G-String.

BLACK/PURPLE- 1X/2X

ORDER: Code# KC-1033+
$130.00
Mesh Babydoll

This sophisticated Babydoll & G-String set is a difficult one to pass up. The babydoll has: padded underwire cups, and center back hook & eye closure with key hole. It is has adjustable straps and is completed with lace hem, ruffled lace trim, and contrasting center front satin bow. Set includes matching lycra G-String.

Black/Fuchsia- Small, Medium, Large, XL, 1X/2X

ORDER:
Code# KC-1051
$70.00
Coquette Stretch Lace Corset

This gorgeous stretch lace corset is designed with padded cups, boning, and hook & eye back closure. It also features gathered mash trim, and ribbon/lace detail. With its satin bows, removable straps, and garters, this is a “must have” garment.

Fushia/Black - Small, Medium. Large, XL, 1X/2X

ORDER:
Code# KC-335
$120.00
Coquette Babydoll &
G-String

This lovely 2 piece
stretch lace babydoll is
designed with gathered
mesh padded ups. It
also features a front
satin band with
removable centre front
bow, adjustable straps,
and matching G-String.

Blue/Black- Sm, Med,
Lg, XL

ORDER:
Code# KS-1088
$95.00
Coquette Chemise

This elegant 1 piece microfiber chemise features a padded underwire cup with up lacing detail. It also includes adjustable straps and bow accents.

Black/Blue - Sm, Med, Lg, XL, 1X/2X

ORDER:
Code# KS-1683
$80.00
Scalloped Double Layer Lace Babydoll

This tasteful babydoll is designed with stretchable lace and mesh, and also has an underwire cup for support. It also features: centre back keyhole with hook & eye closure and adjustable shoulder straps. When you add the delicate ruffled lace hem, centre front bow, and matching G-String you wind up with a simply wonderful garment.

Lilac/Black

Size: Sm, Med, Lg, XL, 1X/2X, 3X/4X

Order Code# KS-1178

$80.00
Scalloped Stretch Lace Babydoll

This comfortably stretchable lace and mesh babydoll has underwire cup support and adjustable shoulder straps. Its decoratively contrasting centre front bow adds elegance whilst the centre back keyhole with hook & eye closure makes it easy to slip into. It also includes a matching mesh and stretch lace G-String.

Black/Fuchsia

Size: Sm, Med, Lg, XL, 1X/2X, 3X/4X

Order Code# KS-1096

$75.00
Satin Bustier

This lovely bustier has a dot mesh design over soft satin with underwire cups and scalloped lace panelling. It also features centre back lace up, centre front hook & eye closure, and firm boning. You will find that the removable decorative bow, shoulder straps, and garters add an element of versatility to the garment.

Lilac/Black

Size: Sm, Med, Lg, XL, 1X/2X, 3X/4X

Order Code# KS-1195

$130.00
**Couquette Lace Corset**

This classy 1 piece lycra and stretch lace corset has gathered mesh padded cups, and ribbon through lace bone covers. This sexy design also features a ruffled lace hem, elasticized waist with centre back hook and eye closure. It also includes removable straps and garters, along with removable centre front bow.

**Blue/Black** - Sm, Med, Lg, XL

**ORDER:**

**Code# KS-1089**

$135.00
## Size Charts

### Womens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZES</th>
<th>XS/S</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>S/M</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>M/L</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>L/XL</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>1X/2X</th>
<th>3X/4X</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>OS/XL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WEIGHT</td>
<td>95-110</td>
<td>100-120</td>
<td>110-140</td>
<td>120-150</td>
<td>140-170</td>
<td>150-180</td>
<td>170-200</td>
<td>180-210</td>
<td>200-230</td>
<td>230-260</td>
<td>120-150</td>
<td>170-200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUP</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C/D</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C/D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRESS</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>8-10</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>12-14</td>
<td>14-16</td>
<td>16-18</td>
<td>18-20</td>
<td>20-22</td>
<td>6-12</td>
<td>14-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cup Sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S.A</th>
<th>CUP SIZE</th>
<th>EUROPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S: 34</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M: 36</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L: 38</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL: 40</td>
<td>C/D</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1X/2X:44</td>
<td>C/D</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3X/4X:48</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZES</th>
<th>S/M</th>
<th>L/XL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHEST</td>
<td>40&quot;-44&quot;</td>
<td>44&quot;-48&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIST</td>
<td>28&quot;-32&quot;</td>
<td>32&quot;-36&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Heavenly Warming Massage Oil

*(strawberry, vanilla, and chocolate)*

Apply a small amount and ease your partner's tension with a warm, soft touch. This special oil warms on your partner's body to add a sensual touch to any massages. All it takes is a soft breath or kiss to activate the warming properties. This exceptional oil is available in Strawberry, French Vanilla, and Chocolate flavours. This product is not tested on Animals.

125ml bottle

ORDER:

- **Code# ES-408** (strawberry)
- **Code# ES-409** (vanilla)
- **Code# ES-421** (chocolate)

$16.00
Simply Love Massage Oil

This tantalising and fresh massage oil is lightly scented, silky smooth, and will provide hours of enjoyment. The sexiest of scents combining essential oils for the massage connoisseur or for those looking for an excuse for a sexy romp! This luxurious massage oil is a delight for lovers and ideal for every romantic situation.
Size: 125mL
“Aphrodisia” or “Sensual”

ORDER:
Code# ES-410
(Aphrodisia)
$15.00

ORDER:
Code# ES-405
(Sensual)
$15.00
White Gypsy Organic Massage Oil-ginger

Enjoy long and intimate massages with “White Gypsy”, Doc Johnsons new organic massage oil. Soft, silky, and made of Macadamia, this massage oil will arouse all of your senses. The oil is infused with Ginger Essential Oil that provides an enticing aroma along with a smoothness that needs to be experienced. The pump top applicator allows easy use with no mess.

ORDER:
Code# CD-425
$16.00
Liquid Love Warming Massage Oil
(blue raspberry flavour)

This warming massage oil feels and smells simply delicious. Just rub it on and the warming sensations begin right away. When your lover lightly blows on your skin, they will heat things up even more. An erotic massage must-have! The delicious blue-raspberry flavours blend beautifully with your lover's skin for a lovely erotic experience.

ORDER:
Code# WW-412
$15.00
Body Heat Massage Oil
(cinnamon flavour)

Add heat to your seduction with this edible, warming massage lotion. Whether it's for all-over pleasure or to give special attention to your favourite erogenous zones, simply rub it on and then turn up the heat with a lick or hot breath. Delicious fun for both you and your lover!

ORDER:
Code# WW-411
$17.00
Chocolate Body Pens

Sweeten up your love life with this deliciously erotic edible pen. This product is an inventive way to add some fun and laughter to delicious romantic moments with your partner. Simply write a sexy or romantic message on your lover's body, then you both can enjoy the pleasure of slowly licking it off.

The Chocolate Body Pen is a seductive and sensual gift that also lets you indulge your sweet tooth.

ORDER:
Code# VT-422
$9.00
Heavenly- Body Sauce
(choc/irish-crème or milk choc fudge)

This is a lovely (and tasty) way to add a bit of fun and excitement to your Love making. Just pour a little bit here, a few drips there, and then a little taste here, a little lick there....! It is certain to be a pleasurable experience for both you and your Lover. 125ml

ORDER:
Code# ES-404
(choc/irish-creme)
$16.00

ORDER:
Code# ES-415
(milk choc fudge)
$16.00
Heavenly Body Paint
Chocolate Honeycomb or Milk Chocolate Fudge

Explore your artistic side with ever-so-gentle brush strokes on your partner’s body. Once your masterpiece is complete, you can lick it off for dessert. Yummy! (175ml)

ORDER:
Code# ES-401  
choc/honeycomb  
$19.00

ORDER:
Code# ES-402  
milk chocolate  
$19.00
Orgasmix - Female
(Orgasm Enhancement Gel)

The name says it all. For stronger more intense orgasms, a little dab goes a long, Long way.

ORDER:
Code# CD-403
$25.00
Horny Honey- His/Her Arousal Cream

This "specially patented" formula is designed to stimulate and arouse both Men & Women by concentrating blood flow to the genital area. This silky smooth tantalizing cream will bring both you and your partner to new heights of pleasure.

ORDER:
CODE# CD-404
$25.00
Four Seasons - Arouse – stimulating gel for Women

The application of Arouse gel combined with soft gentle massage of the clitoris will help you experience greater stimulation which may help to achieve a better orgasm.

Good for approximately 50 applications.

ORDER:
Code# ES-414
$28.00
Cleopatra’s Secret
Enhancement Creme (very berry)

This deliciously lick able Sexual Enhancement Creme will tempt your lover’s lips whilst bringing you to exotic levels of sexual pleasure.

The unique formula was developed to enhance clitoral excitement and intensify orgasmic pleasure. For most women it can heighten the sensitivity of the vagina and clitoris with a tingly, cool yet warm sensation. This allows for heightened sexual pleasures and often times incredible orgasmic enjoyment.

The special “very berry” flavour makes it ideal for the variety of erotic oral pleasing that will have you and your partner begging for more!

ORDER:
Code# WW-405
$22.00
“Wanna be Naughty”  
sex arousal crème

This “state of the art” crème was developed by Crazy Girl to increase the sexual libido in women. It is specially formulated with unique ingredients that can promote excitement and arousing sensations when applied to the vaginal and clitoral areas. The infusion of mild wintergreen oil produces a sensation that turns from seductively cool to enticingly warm. Whilst the Niacin water-soluble Vitamin B3 is instrumental in increased blood flow to area applied and thus maintaining a wonderful level for excitement and enjoyment.

However- what places this crème in a category of its own is the delicate balance of a variety of libido enhancing natural extracts. These have been known to not only increase one’s sense of sexual desire but most excitingly to inspire sexually mischievous behaviour. For many women this assists them in overcoming inhibitions. Thus, allowing them to take their sexuality to bold, new levels. Individual results & sensation may vary

ORDER:  
Code# WW-403  
$24.00
Liquid Sex Gel
(strawberry flavour)

This amazing sexual enhancement gel is certain to please and for many women can increase the intensity of orgasms. When a very small amount is gently rubbed onto the vagina and clitoris areas, a sensuously enjoyable warming sensation will be experienced. This leads to a tingling feeling as the crèmes begin to enhance the sensitivity. This can easily lead to an increase of “clitoral awareness”. For many women who do not easily achieve orgasm this product has been known to assist in creating incredible levels of pleasure. Its kissable strawberry flavour brings a whole new element to oral gratification with a partner.

ORDER:
Code# WW-404
$26.00
Finally, an arousal gel for every mood! Our new Mood Arousal Gels come in a 3-pack of 2 oz. containers and are specially designed to create three absolutely perfect, diverse, and amazing foreplay sessions.

“Warm” (mint flavour) will bring just the right amount of heat to warm things up. “Tingle” (strawberry flavour) creates a stimulating buzz that is certain to entice. “Intensify” (spicy cinnamon flavour) enhances every sensation allowing your body to enjoy each and every touch to its fullest.

You and your partner will find all flavours of these Kissable Foreplay Gels to be are delectably lickable and erotically stimulating.

ORDER:
Code# WW-402
$36.00
Sixty Nine Lick Me
(mint flavour)

This is a stimulating cream crafted to enhance oral sex for both you and your partner. When you apply some 69 Lick Me female enhancement cream on your clitoris and massage it in, you will feel your clitoris a labia begin to tingle as your overall sensitivity is heightened. Your partner is then able to savour the tantalizing mint flavour whilst giving you explosive orgasmic delights.

ORDER:
Code# WW-421
$24.00
Nipplicious- nipple arousal gel
(watermelon flavour)

A sweet, tingly nipple gel that primes these double erogenous zones for playtime while encouraging lips-on manoeuvres. Nipplicious Gel is a must-have toy chest staple for fans of nipple stimulation.

Containing beeswax, menthol and other arousing ingredients, the gel, when applied to the nipples, naturally increases blood flow for a sexy perked-up look, while stimulating pleasure receptors in the skin. The sweet watermelon flavouring also tempts the taste-buds, drawing your playmate's tongue like a magnet.

Also available in Passionfruit flavour-
Order: Code # HP-403

ORDER:
Code# HP-402
$19.00
Spanish Fly - Sinful Cinnamon

From the land of passionate romance... the legend of Spanish Fly lives on! Passed on from generation to generation, the famed aphrodisiac will ignite passion between you and your lover and get you both in the mood for love. One taste is all it takes to drive your lover wild. Try one on your partner tonight and surrender to ecstasy!

ORDER:
Code# WW-414
$16.00
Spanish Fly Aphrodisiac Drops

Originating from the land of passionate romance… The legend of the Spanish Fly lives on! Passed down from generation to generation, this world famous aphrodisiac will ignite your passion between the sheets and ensure both you and your partner are in the mood for love!

ORDER:
Code# CD-415
$12.00
Ero- Energy Drops

With our over busy lifestyles it is no wonder that many couples often find it difficult to maintain enough energy for various nocturnal activities. This can lead to many nights where the desire to be intimate simply cannot overcome the exhaustion.

The Ero- Energy Drops can change all of that and provide us with the energy to enjoy! The time-proven extracts of Guarani & Taurin can provide couples with a nice little boost. For many people this results in power and energy that can revitalize your an erotic love life.

ORDER:
Code# WW-414
$26.00
Crema Duramas

For the best most long-lasting erections use Noches Latinas Crema Duramas formula. This tasteless odourless delay cream goes on smooth and will give you the endurance to finish the job and then some. Give your partner the extended pleasure they have been craving. The discreet Duramas cream comes in a travel-friendly 1 oz. bottle.

ORDER:
Code# WW-423
$22.00
Mr Erection
(stay hard cream)

This highly sought after product is based on an all natural herbal formula. For most men it aids in increasing the ability of maintaining a full erection during intimate activities. The effects include a longer erection time with prolonged along with an increase in the overall quality of erection. Although the benefits of this product may vary amongst users, most will say that it has provided both partners with a greater degree of pleasure and satisfaction.

30ml

ORDER:
Code# CD-418
$14.00
Happy Penis- massage cream

This thick ‘n creamy massage delight will provide provocative excitement for both partners. It is a specially formulated lotion that enhances any “penis play” experience.

Whether you are with a partner or by yourself, simply massage on a bit of this tantalizing cream and feel a pleasurable, long-lasting tingling sensation. You will also enjoy a pleasant intensified sensitivity to your penis that can enhance the strength of your orgasms.

This luscious cream is available in three lick-able, tasty, and fun flavours.

*Cherry: order code# WW-420*
*Banana: order code# WW-413*

**ORDER:**
*Code# WW-419 (mint)*

$12.00
Forever Yours- Prolong Cream (passion fruit)

This remarkable product is designed to make romance last! It is produced from a flavoured and water soluble formula. A hint of benzocaine added to the creme will temporarily desensitize him so that the precious moments last. His enjoyment is not diminished but the partner’s pleasure is certain to be extended. This gentle yet effective creme is simply a delight to be shared. 2 fl oz (60 gm)

ORDER:
Code# CD-423
$12.00
Oral Licks
oral enhancement creme

Now you can make oral sex even more delicious than it normally is! Each tube contains 1.5 ounces of yummy strawberry flavoured gel. The idea (simple as it is) is to generously apply the creme and then lovingly lick it off. It will prove to be a delightful pleasure for all parties concerned. And it doesn’t matter if you are the “licker” or the “lickie” (though taking turns is always nice), you and your partner will love the subtle flavours of Strawberries.

ORDER:
Code# CD-422
$14.00
TRIMAXIMUM V Enhancement Pills
(60 pills)

Although developed more so as an aid for men, this product can help support healthy sexual desires, libido and sexual function in both men and women alike. It assists in the balancing and supports for normal physiology and function.

This product has been shown to improve sexual performance in men by improving overall blood circulation throughout the body. This can be noted by an increase in size along with better, stronger erections. It has also been praised for its ability to increase energy levels and libido in both men and women. This enhancement can add to the duration of sexual activity along with in some cases a heightened level of physical pleasure.

_Individual results may vary._

ORDER:
**Code# CD-722**
$49.00
Cellu-Less Anti Cellulite Gel

Dump the dimples! The most advanced state of the art treatment available. Formulated with Ginko Biloba, Caffeine and Paraguay Tea to smooth and even out cellulite. Non-greasy formula is perfect under your favourite moisturizer.  4 fl oz (118 ml)

ORDER:
Code# CD-408

$25.00
Hot Stuff Honey Flavoured Warming Massage Oil/Lube

Give yourselves a new sensual experience with this “All-in-One” warming massage oil and lubricant. You just rub some on your partner (or yourself), add a little hot breath, and “Hot Stuff” will do the rest. The yummy cherry flavour adds a new dimension to this already individual product. 6 fl oz oz.

ORDER:
Code# WW-418
$19.00

Also Available In:
Blackberry Flavour
Order Code# WW-409
Cherry Flavour
Order Code# WW-408
Ice Lube

This personal “must experience” product is a specially formulated water based lubricant designed to greatly enhance arousal for both you and your partner. It is a clear natural feeling gel offering an exciting sensation that feels like ice and increases with body heat. (100ml)

ORDER:
Code# CD-414
$12.00
Satin Gel- personal lubricant

This water based Lube is silky smooth to the touch and is available in two sizes.

ORDER:

100G: Code# ES-416 $9.00
550G: Code# ES-412 $22.00
Wet Stuff Lubricant with Vitamin E

Wet Stuff with Vit E is the good general all-purpose personal lubricant. It is the result of many years of R&D that brings exquisite texture, long lasting, improved mucus membrane compatibility to the original Wet Stuff. Whatever your favourite love play this lube is designed for it Available in convienent 55g travel size.

ORDER:

Code# ES-403

$9.00
Wet Stuff Gold (personal lubricant)

This very popular 100g tube of Wet Stuff Gold is the premium lubricant made in Australia. Being water based and low irritant, it is an ideal lube that won't dry out. It is smooth, comfortable, and easy to apply. This 'staple' product is a must for enhancing regular sex and/or vibrator/dildo use.

ORDER:
Code# ES-423
$12.00
Wet Stuff introduces couples to the magical world of slippery, warm intimacy with Wet Stuff Strawberry Warming lubricant. The easy dispensing tube makes application a cinch, especially when you’re in a pinch! Rather than experience the discomfort of dryness that can decrease the enjoyment of physical encounters, add a wetness that is as close to your body’s natural lubrication as possible. The additional benefit of the warming formula enhances any physical encounter. The pleasurable strawberry flavour and scent makes this unique lubricant both tasty and smooth. Get your partner revved by applying the lubrication and heating it up by blowing on it or applying friction. The more friction you apply, the warmer it gets!

ORDER:
Code# ES-428
$12.00
Sex Tarts Electric Lemonade Lube

Just like good sex ultra-yummy Sex Tarts edible lube is sweet and sassy! One taste of the lip-smacking super tangy fruit flavour and you will never want to stop licking, slipping and sliding your way to mouth-watering ecstasy! This water-based formula is nontoxic non-staining and totally latex-friendly. Plastic tube holds 2 ounces of lube. Pucker up with Electric Lemonade!

ORDER:
Code# WW-417
$16.00
We cannot stress enough the importance of cleaning toys before and after use and this is one of the best cleaners around. The convenient and easy to use pump action allows the antibacterial cleaning agent and disinfectant to be applied with a more even coverage with minimal waste.

ORDER:
Code# ES-413
$15.00
Heavenly Nights Romantic Kit

Turn up the romance, and enjoy! This kit is perfect for both the new couple on their honeymoon and all couples looking for a bit of “spice” in the bedroom. The kit includes: Warming Massage Oil (strawberry- 50ml), Body Paint (choc/honeycomb- 50ml), Silk Roze Pedals, Blindfold, and “Do Not Disturb) sign. Simply- a perfect way to say: “I Love You- Let’s Play!”.

ORDER:
Code# ES-603
$32.00
Play Pens- Edible Body Paint (4 flavours)

Now you can make "Intimate Play Time" really come alive with these great tasting Multi Fruit Flavoured Body Paints! Get creative as you dare when you write your inner desires "Down There" on your lover's favourite Body Parts! Come in 4 assorted Fruit flavours: Strawberry, Cherry, Green Apple & Blue Raspberry!

ORDER:
Code# CD707
$25.00
Edible Finger Paints
(four flavours)

Enjoy this delectably delicious way of teasing and pleasing your lover (and vice-versa!). This erotic delight has been designed to enhance the sensuous creativity of lovers, whilst getting in touch with your artistic side!

Simply dab a bit of these body paints on your partner and use a finger or two as you create your artistic masterpiece. Then the fun really begins as you kiss, lick, and suck your lover clean!

This sensuous treat can be enjoyed in any (or all) of the four fruity and Erotically Edible flavours: Chew Chew Cherry, Scrumptious Strawberry, Gooey Blueberry, and Awesome Apple!

ORDER:
Code# WW-401
$25.00
Heavenly Indulgence Collection

This lovely kit has everything you need to stoke the fires of passion and indulge to your heart’s content! It is elegantly packaged in its own “ready to go when you are” carrying case and contains:
- Two unscented tea lights to set the mood,
- Strawberry flavoured Warming Massage Oil (50ml),
- Deliciously tantalizing Milk Chocolate Body Sauce (50ml),
- And a “Please Do Not Disturb” door sign

Just add a little of your own imagination to this collection and ENJOY!!

ORDER:
Code# ES-601
$32.00
Heavenly Honeymoon Kit

This collection is a wonderful gift for newlyweds (or for your own special occasion). The kit contains: two tea light candles to set the mood, Bubble Bath, and Warming Massage Oil (strawberry flavour). Don’t forget the Sensual Feather, and “Do Not Disturb” sign (also included).

ORDER:
Code# ES-602
$32.00
If you wish to indulge in the most heavenly wicked weekend imaginable, this kit has everything you need to stoke the fires of passion! In one discreet and convenient carrying case you will find: one Warming Massage Oil (strawberry- 50ml), one Body Sauce (choc/honeycomb-50ml), one body paint (choc/fudge- 25g). In addition to those tasty treats you’ll discover some Body Globe lube, a glow-in-the dark condom, and a silky blindfold. With this kit you and your Lover will enjoy hours of sensual fun and exploration.

ORDER:
Code# ES-604
$35.00
Edible Undies-male
Chocolate

Add a little flavour to the fun with The Original Edible Undies! These lickable and sensuous garments add fun and pleasure for both partners.

ORDER:
Code# CD-712
$12.00
Erotic Passions- Book

This splendid guide is a “Must-Have” for couples who wish to explore the soft-sensual aspects of intimacy. It is also perfect for the individual who would like to be more informed for the moment when the perfect partner comes along.

Erotic Passions will instruct you in the fine arts of: Orgasmic Massage, Sensual Bathing, Oral Pleasuring, and Ancient Sexual Positions. This instruction manual is fully illustrated making it easier to visualise the many techniques and positions that are covered. You will find it to be expertly written in such a way as to entice the reader with boundless information whilst at the same time creating a sense of eroticism all of its own.

ORDER:
Code# CD-722
$34.00
Tantric Sex Positions

Whether you use this as a guidebook or bedside companion, the Tantric Sex Positions is ready to take you to school! From foreplay to sexual positions you’ll learn the secrets of the Tantra that can bring new life and excitement to your next bedroom romp. This soft cover book features 85 full color and high-gloss photographs with detailed instructions for each photo that will show you how to do amazing things in bed. Perfect for the couple who has been experiencing bedroom boredom and for those who simply desire broaden their horizons – Tantric Sex Positions will help you turn up the heat!

ORDER:
Code# VT-703
$19.00
Kama Sutra of Erotic Massage

This electrifying publication enables lovers to find passionate ways of bringing the Tantric art of touch to their intimacy. When used as a guide it presents step-by-step, illustrated massage strokes for both women and men, which also include the genitals. The book is vibrantly printed in full colour and brilliantly brings the sensual Kama Sutra mystique in the form of an instructional manual to modern lovers.

ORDER:
Code# CD- 723
$34.00
The Kama Sutra Book
(for her and him)

This book is the perfect guide for pleasing your partner - and maximising your own pleasure. Sex therapist Anne Hooper reveals the full-on fun you can have with the hottest sexual positions - all in this unique, reversible format for 'his and her' viewpoints.

For couples who want to spice up their love life or single guys and girls who want to enhance their sexual skills, this honest and refreshing approach to the classic guide to erotic technique boasts full colour photographs of 100 positions, drawing also on the Ananga Ranga, Perfumed Garden and Tao traditions.

Pop it in your pocket or under your pillow for a sexier love life.

ORDER:
Code# VT-704
$34.00
Dalia, a beautiful sophisticated couple’s therapist, has found sexual nirvana with the help of The Kama Sutra. Couples looking to ignite eroticism in their relationships now seek out Dalia's expertise.

Dalia assesses each client's situation and obstacles and then guides them through The Kama Sutra to find their own sexual nirvana. Ultimately, everyone achieves an amorous sexual outcome in the erotic, stimulating series.

ORDER:
Code# WW-V05
$25.00
Discover how important it is for the man to pleasure the woman first. Learn how to move from sensuality to a more erotic style, including the secrets of simultaneous oral pleasure. See how to be a passionate kisser, how to engage in manual lovemaking and oral pleasures on her, and how to reciprocate ecstatic pleasures for him. Focusing on the woman being aroused and ready for lovemaking is a sure path to great sex.

ORDER:
Code# WW-V04
$25.00
This explicit guide explores creative ways of using sex toys and other objects to enhance a couple's sex life and bring more excitement to their lovemaking. Included are vaginal probes and dildos, clitoral vibrators, anal toys and many other erotic devises for her and him.

Juli and her friends demonstrate in explicit details the use of exciting toys and other household items in various situations and locations, both indoors and outdoors. A practical guide for beginners and experienced couples alike.

ORDER:
Code# WW-V11
$25.00
Setting the Mood - DVD

You and your lover will enjoy 60 minutes of photography, video, illustrations, and paintings with sensual music demonstrating the art of making love in more ways than you can imagine. This video can be a wonderful sexual instruction tool that will also help to arouse you and your partner. Together you will be able to increase your understanding of various new sexual techniques and then enjoy trying out the ones that turn you on the most.

These tantalizing erotic sections include:
- Intimacy
- Erotic Massage
- Positions
- Oral Positions
- Male on Top
- Rear Entry
- Aqua Erotica Positions
- Female on Top
- Standing
- Fantasy and Mythology
- Sitting and Kneeling
- In the Mood

ORDER:
Code# CD-V01
$24.00
XXX- Adult DVDs

We carry a number of high quality and erotic adult dvd titles. Most of our selection would include “mainstream” sex scenes and acts. If you are interested in a more “specific” genre, please let us know and we can order in any style that suits your individual tastes.

*The titles depicted on this page are examples (and subject to change). Please contact us for list of titles in stock.

Surf Fuckers-DVD $17.00

Mission Possible-DVD $18.00

Fresh Foxes-DVD $19.00

The Love Box- DVD $17.00
Magic Message Kit

This four piece massage set is compact, transportable, and gets the job done. It features a Velcro applicator and three textured massage pads. It provides a wonderful means to relieve stress or to help get couples into the mood. It’s just like having your own personal masseuse (that easily fits in your handbag).

ORDER:
Code# VT-601
$19.00
Be Bare Shaver

This Wireless Pubic Hair Trim Set is the perfect device to remove unwanted body hair. Whether you simply want to just keep things neat and tidy, or you prefer smooth all over, it will do the job. Being wireless makes it perfect for self-use or to use on your partner.

ORDER:
Code# CD- 207
$15.00
Vibrating Hair Brush

Enjoy the relaxing, soothing feel of contoured bumps and flexible bristles as it massages your scalp and tantalizes your body. The vibrating brush is designed to give you a stress-free experience no matter where you travel. No one with hair should be without it!

ORDER:
Code# CD-716
$10.00
Kama Sutra Card Game
A pack of 54 playing cards helping you understand the art of foreplay. Even if your partner doesn’t need them, a little extra education never goes astray. We think you will find that these necessarily explicit cards could show us all a trick or two!

ORDER:
Code# ES-716
$20.00
Body Adventure Party Dice

This game is an incredibly easy way to bring some exciting and erotic fun to you and your partner. Each person takes a turn to roll one dice from each of the three categories. The categories are body parts, location in the house, and an action. You can either roll them one at a time or throw all three dice at once (your choice). After you roll the fun begins as you romp around the house performing various enjoyments to each other. This game is designed for two or more players.

ORDER:
Code# ES-723
$12.00
Kama Sutra Dice

This is a fun and exciting way for couples to get things rolling. You only need to match the positions on the dice and then enjoy them for yourselves.

ORDER:

code# ES-701
$7.00
Foreplay Bath Salts & Cards

Let's have some fun in the tub and turn up the Heat without using the hot water!

The Lavender scented (hot tub safe) bath salts allow you and your lover to relax, unwind, and reenergize in preparation for some sensual fun. Whenever the desire arises- you can choose one (or all) of the waterproof cards. The cards will offer sexy, fun and intimate ideas for ways that you and your lover can enjoy each other whilst sharing a romantic bath together.

Each packet includes 5 oz. of bath salts (1oz. per bath) and 5 romantic suggestion cards.

ORDER:
Code# WW-705
$14.00
Let's Fool Around Card Game

A romantic card game for two players or a kinky party game for a group of uninhibited friends. Players take turns drawing cards and performing the actions on each other. This is a great way to discuss and enjoy various turn ons and fantasies with your partner. If you want to get a bit more kinky, invite some friends over and use the Let's Fool Around! game cards to perform dares and sexy actions with your friends. There may just end up being a hook-up or two before the night is over.

ORDER:
Code# WW-720
$16.00
Fun in Bed
Lovers’ Game

This game is designed to enhance the private time that a couple shares by adding a little fun to your Love life. It is easy to play: just pick your cards from 6 tantalising categories (Ask Me, Kiss Me, Tease Me, Please Me, Surprise Me, and Talk to ME) and then carry out the suggestions on each.

ORDER:
Code# ES-713
$70.00
Discover Your Lover- Couples Game

This game consists of answering the questions and performing tasks. The question tests not only your knowledge of erotic matters but also how well you know each other sexually. The tasks range from tender and playful to more passionate and rather challenging. This allows you to play the game exactly as suits you best!

ORDER:
Code# ES-715
$70.00
Love or Lust Board Game

Get to know your lover's likes, loves and lusts perfectly as you indulge in Love or Lust, a sexy trivia game for couples. Play is simple, just move around the board with the die, picking the corresponding trivia card or action your game-piece lands on. The love cards focus on intimacies you share or can share with your lover and the lust cards offer trivia and unique love-making ideas that you act out whenever the mood may strike you.

ORDER:
Code# WW-715
$30.00
Behind Closed Doors Board Game

This couples-only board game makes getting to erotic play even more fun. The object of Behind Closed Doors is to be the first to make it to the Winner's Circle; however, along the way each player must perform small, sensual acts such as setting the mood, removing an item of clothing or making out with their partner, as well as collect Foreplay, Positions and Items cards. The first player to finish gets to then incorporate all of the collected cards into the ultimate lovemaking session!

ORDER:
Code# WW-717
$34.00
Erotic Adventure Board Game

Erotic Adventure is the exotic, erotic game for adults. Players carry out various foreplay actions as they make their way around the island in search of the ultimate erotic adventure. Game cards direct you where to move and the spaces you land on give you erotic instructions to carry out. The winner gets to design their own adventure for the other player to act out.

ORDER:
Code# WW-708
$22.00
Lust Card Game

Lust is a super sexy set of cards designed to bring adventure to lovemaking as you explore both romantic and physical intimacy with your partner. The game contains a deck of definitely not standard cards, split into four sections, Romance, Sensuality, Body Language and Love-Making. There are 4 included instruction cards that describe various games that can be played like Fortune Teller, Ultimate Fantasy and Lover's Libido, these all combine various cards with your own imagination and knack for verbal foreplay to create an unforgettable fantasy. Of course, you could also just draw a card at random to start things off, and let your own desires take over from there! Either way, you're guaranteed a passionate evening since there are over 30,000 sexy possibilities within this unassuming little lovers game.

ORDER:
Code# WW-707
$18.00
Midnight Lovers

How far will you go once the sun goes down?

Midnight Lovers turns up the heat on your sex life by challenging you as a couple to find out how far you will go once the sun goes down. This exciting game contains almost infinite permutations of pleasure, spelling out a racy location (within sight of an outdoor clock, 5 meters from a stoplight, etc) and a sexual act. It can be played one on one, or with several couples competing for the title of most daring!

ORDER:
Code# WW-709
$18.00
Coupon Booklet: Bachelorette Dares (hen’s night)

This little book will certainly get any Hen’s Night” revved up and ready to go! With 10 dares and 10 rewards- the fun ‘n games will keep everyone laughing all night long.

ORDER: Code# ES-721

$9.00
Love Cheques

As the years go by, we all too often tend to drift away from the “basics”. This gift is designed to assist with that and pamper you and your partner at the same time. These clever cheques include: a night at the movies, a cuddle on the couch, and much more. These cheques are a wonderful way to re-establish some romance and provide heaps of enjoyment at the same time.

ORDER:
Code# VT-701
$12.00
Feather Sticks- 12”

These colourful feathers are the perfect accessory for heaps of play-time games. They can be used by the “Dusting Maid”, the “Teasing Mistress”, or anything your imagination can think of.

ORDER:
Code# ES-206
$6.00 each
Tickle Me Silly Feather

You won’t want to waste this one on the dusting. Use it when you want to be totally wicked to your “victim” or just to tease and excite them a bit. Either way—this little implement of sensual torture will do the trick.

ORDER:
Code# CD- 202
$14.00
Fundies Underwear for Two

Fundies are a classic gag gift, getting laughs from givers, receivers, and users for at least 20 years. Users are guaranteed to achieve true togetherness when the two of you squeeze into a single pair of underwear. With Fundies you will be able to eliminate embarrassing “wanna do it?” conversations whilst saving money on your laundry bills. You will find them to be perfect for all couples trying to “grow together” in these difficult times.

ORDER:
Code# ES-726
$18.00
Breast Up- Silicone Bra Enhancer

Why spend thousands of dollars on surgery when you can own a “Breast Up” instead? These lovelies are made from high grade silicon and designed to fit snug and secure in most bra sizes. They do not slip or slide and feel like genuine implants. They add just enough to your cup size to help you feel like a new woman.

ORDER:
Code# ES-202
$49.00
Big Boobs- Breast Enlargers

This is a lovely gift for those in need of a little extra padding around the bust-line without damaging the budget.

ORDER:
Code# CD-710
$10.00
Inflatable Baby Boat

Summer fun for babies as well as grown-ups. The boat is easily inflatable and very comfortable.

ORDER:
Code# CD-709
$10.00
Here he is ladies: the perfect man. You can cuddle him, he’ll keep you warm, he’s a good listener, and he won’t say a word.

ORDER:
Code#  ES-705
$25.00
Pecker Cake Sprinkles

Liven up your next party or bake sale with these sweet and yummy Pecker shaped cake sprinkles.

ORDER:
Code# CD-708
$8.00
Dicky Ball Pen
It’s smooth and sleek on the outside, but take the cap off for a nice little surprise.
A perfect gift for all occasions.

ORDER:
Code# CD-715
$6.00
Ms. Pigle
Inflatable Pig

Whether you are adding to your farmyard stock, or just starting out with your very first animal friend, this inflatable pig can be a perfect choice. This sexy little party animal is smooth, sleek, and ready for action. Ms. Pigle prefers a gentle touch but with the right fella, she’s up for just about anything!

ORDER:
Code# ES- 729
$29.00
My Moo-Moo

This inflatable Love doll was designed with animal lovers in mind. She’s happy, she’s quiet, and she’s eager to please.

ORDER:
Code# ES-718
$28.00
Little Lamby

You'll find that this young one is always ready to frolic and play. She’s the perfect companion for city or country living. She also comes equipped with her very own voice box (she’ll sing to you whilst you’re playing with her)!!

ORDER:
Code# ES-719
$28.00
Dr. Dickenson’s Inflatable Penis

If you’re one of the people who believe that size does count, then this is the cock for you. No matter how you measure it, it will always cum up to be the biggest one at the party.

ORDER:
Code# ES-717
$28.00
11-inch Jumbo Sucking Straw

This can be used as the perfect icebreaker for your next office party, family reunion, or “margarita night”. It is also a subtle way of passing along a message when you just can't think of the right words to say.

ORDER:
Code# CD- 717
$5.00
Bachelorette Party Girls Kit

Make her last night out as a single lady an unforgettable one with these hilarious bachelorette party favours!

Bag contains:

- Pecker Nose-Glasses,
- Pecker Party Hat,
- Pecker Party Whistle,
- Pecker Earrings,
- Pecker Bracelet,
- Pecker Pin,
- 6 x Pecker Balloons and one surprise emergency item just in case.

ORDER:
Code# ES- 728
$22.00
This sleek and sexy series of vibrating bullets (4 variations) will provide hours of pleasure. The “Maxi-Large” (pictured here) is extremely quiet with 10 different vibration frequencies designed for the ultimate stimulation for you, your partner, or Both.

You can control all 10 settings of enjoyable pulsations with the comfortable and easy to use hand-held controller. You are easily able to adjust the vibration from gentle to strong whilst exploring the other pulsating options.

This mini bullet is extremely quiet and 100% waterproof. This allows for endless possibilities of erotic enjoyment. Surprisingly strong, the bullets are a versatile sex toy that is certain to be an excellent addition to your toy collection.

ORDER:
Code# NA-107
$48.00
10 Function- Mini Bullet (Mini-Single)

This sleek and sexy series of vibrating bullets (4 variations) will provide hours of pleasure. The "Mini-Single" (pictured here) is extremely quiet with 10 different vibration frequencies designed for the ultimate stimulation for you, your partner, or Both. Its petite size makes it ideal for those who prefer things to be small and sexy.

You can control all 10 settings of enjoyable pulsations with the comfortable and easy to use hand-held controller. You are easily able to adjust the vibration from gentle to strong whilst exploring the other pulsating options.

This mini bullet is extremely quiet and 100% waterproof. This allows for endless possibilities of erotic enjoyment. Surprisingly strong, the bullets are a versatile sex toy that is certain to be an excellent addition to your toy collection.

ORDER:
Code# NA-106
$40.00
10 Function- Mini Bullet (Maxi-Small)

This sleek and sexy series of vibrating bullets (4 variations) will provide hours of pleasure. The "Maxi-Small" (pictured here) is extremely quiet with 10 different vibration frequencies designed for the ultimate stimulation for you, your partner, or Both! Its somewhat larger size makes it perfect if you like things just a touch bigger.

You can control all 10 settings of enjoyable pulsations with the comfortable and easy to use hand-held controller. You are easily able to adjust the vibration from gentle to strong whilst exploring the other pulsating options.

This mini bullet is extremely quiet and 100% waterproof. This allows for endless possibilities of erotic enjoyment. Surprisingly strong, the bullets are a versatile sex toy that is certain to be an excellent addition to your toy collection.

ORDER:
Code# NA-108
$48.00
Bullet PLUS- Dolphin Egg

This sleek and sexy little egg has a powerful multi-speed bullet. The Dolphin Clitoral Teaser adds an extra dimension to the pleasurable possibilities. It is also waterproof and is operated by a soft touch hand control unit (not waterproof). Requires 2 AA Batteries (not included).

ORDER:
Code# ES-101
$35.00
Extravagantly Sumptuous Egg

You can double your fun and games with these two small chromed eggs. The hand control box has eight speeds with separate control for each egg. The four interchangeable (non allergenic) stretchable sleeves provides a variety of sensations. This item can be used by you or shared with a partner. Uses 4 AA batteries (not included)

ORDER:
Code# ES-102
$64.00
Vibrating Dolphin Egg

This multi-speed egg is soft, flexible, and waterproof. The larger sized egg is encased in dolphin shaped outer coating made from very high quality TPR material. This allows for a high level of comfort and erotic pleasure whilst being very easy to clean. The vibration speeds are easily adjusted with the use of the hand controller so you can find the perfect frequency for optimal orgasmic enjoyment.

ORDER:
Code# NA-103
$35.00
Jelly Juggler

The Jelly Juggler is an ideal bullet for those new to using sex toys or wanting a nice addition to an existing selection. This vibrating sex egg incorporates a variety of textures that will produce many different erotic sensations. The easy to use control dial allows you to quickly adjust the speed and power of the egg's vibrations. This way you can deliver the perfect intensity at just the right moment for the best orgasmic pleasure.

The soft, jelly-like sleeve is removable and easy to clean. It also allows for the additional option of using it as a smooth plastic bullet and using the sleeve on other toys.

ORDER:
Code# ES-107
$38.00
Grrl Toyz- Silk Touch Egg (lavender)

Six different patterns of pulsation each affected by the multi-speed controller dial. Experience hundreds of different sensations with just one toy. Silky Soft texture is gentle against your delicate skin and the controller rests comfortably in your hand with large button right under your thumb.

ORDER:
Code# CD-101
$55.00
Silver Power Bullet

This delightful bullet is a must have for anybody’s toy collection, especially the first time toy user. One of a woman’s “secret” best friends is her bullet and keeping things basic can often be the best approach! Especially when a girl needs just a little extra clitoral stimulation to put her in pure ecstasy and this “quieter than most on the market” multispeed bullet packs the power to do the trick with just the ease of the dial! Whether its nipple or clitoris play (or even sharing these sensations with your lover), let this bullet help speed you through to your next climactic experience! The Power Bullet is waterproof (bullet Only), so you can easily include it in your water play.

ORDER:
Code# NA-102
$28.00
Frequency Egg- Triple Bullet

You will be able to triple the pleasure with this set of THREE vibrating bullets. The three bullets (all different sizes) will vibrate simultaneously through Eight separate vibration modes with the easy to use hand control unit.

Each bullet has its own wire to create maximum flexibility as it pleasures three different areas of the body and/or two or three lovers. The bullets are smooth, sexy, and fully waterproof to get the maximum enjoyment!

ORDER:
Code# NA-101
$58.00
Bullet Inducement Vibrating Sex Eggs

Experience a rollercoaster of pleasurable functions with this sensuous dual bullet set. At the touch of a finger you will be able to enjoy eight distinctly erotic vibration settings. The twin bullets (with separate controls) allow you the ability to use both bullets simultaneously on yourself or share the thrill with your partner. The possibilities are endless.

ORDER:
Code# ES-104
$55.00
Red Bud Vibrating Mini-Egg

Flower series Red Bud is a welcome addition for those who enjoy erotic pleasures. It has a petite, waterproof design that incorporates a “Velvet Touch” coating over ABS plastic. It has a discretely quiet motor that is comfortably powerful, and capable of 7 exhilarating modes of vibration/pulsation. The smaller size of the egg allows for a wonderful degree of pleasure for many parts of the body, whilst the “rose bud” control pad creates a n ease and simplicity of use.

ORDER:
Code# NA-112
$48.00
The Bullet Extreme Vibe

This compact and discreet bullet is one of the best clitoral vibes on the market. It has ten speeds and provides a fantastic assortment of powerful vibrations that can be concentrated on any desired area. The easy to use hand control unit allows you (or your partner) to vary the settings as you explore the many different levels of ecstasy.

ORDER:
Code# ES-103
$40.00
Mystic Vibrating Egg

This sexy and petite waterproof love egg is the perfect addition to anyone's toy box. It is made from 100% Medical Grade Silicone and ABS plastic. That means it is smooth, sleek, and safe to use on any and all body area. The egg itself is perfectly sized with a subtle texture to provide the optimal stimulation. It has a super quiet motor that is capable of 7 different frequencies of vibration. These vibrations are easily changed with the simple to use hand controller allowing you to focus on the endless pleasures this sex bullet produces.

ORDER:
Code# HP-103
$45.00
Velvet Obsession

With amazing sensual appeal, ergonomic design and 7-function memory control feature, this bullet will become and remain a long-time favourite. The 2 inch bullet vibrator and controller are made from plastic, making your sex toy hard and durable. This allows for excellent transmission of vibrations and the flexibility to use the bullet internally or externally. This ultra-powerful bullet delivers all the precision you expect from bullet vibes in a completely waterproof and submersible design.

You can explore titillation, stimulation and orgasmic satisfaction with 7 incredible vibration and speed patterns —plus you’ll love how this bullet’s memory returns to the last-used setting.

ORDER:
Code# CD-105
$50.00
Duo Balls- Orb of Solace

These multi-speed vibrating balls (Geisha balls) are inserted into the vagina and you use the multi speed hand control for passionate sensations. As you move your body when walking or crossing your legs you create movement & friction of the balls as they touch together resulting in longer lasting vaginal pleasure. They not only provide wonderful stimulation but also aid in strengthening the pelvic floor muscles. Size: 4cm

ORDER:
Code# ES-809
$30.00
Ultra Power Stimulator
(vibrating duo balls)

This incredible product takes the duo ball concept to a whole new level. With the use of four comfortably sized balls this item is certain to tease and please all the right spots. It has a multi-speed hand control unit that delivers the perfect level of vibration with the simple touch of the finger. The smaller size of the individual balls allows for a multitude of orgasmic possibilities.

ORDER:
Code# ES-821
$55.00
The Metro Vibe Wireless Remote Control Egg Vibrator is a sexy silver bullet egg vibrator that includes a user-friendly one touch wireless keychain remote control. The bullet vibrator is waterproof and measures 7.6cm. Remote requires 1 L1028 battery (included) The egg requires 2 AAA batteries (not included). 

ORDER:
Code# ES-106
$46.00
Little Secret Egg-small
(wireless remote control)

This vibrating egg is petite and very discrete. You'll enjoy 10 pleasurable speeds and vibration modes all with the touch of a finger. The egg is waterproof and comes with a wireless remote control unit that is effective up to 10 meters away. Whether you are in control or you let your lover press the buttons) you will find yourself stimulated with the endless erotic possibilities.

ORDER:
Code# NA-109
$48.00
Little Secret Egg-large
(wireless remote control)

This vibrating egg is a bit larger than many eggs but still very discrete. You’ll enjoy 10 pleasurable speeds and vibration modes all with the touch of a finger. The egg is waterproof and comes with a wireless remote control unit that is effective up to 10 meters away. Whether you are in control or you let your lover press the buttons, you will find yourself stimulated with the endless erotic possibilities.

ORDER:
Code# NA-110
$52.00
Smart Love Balls
(singles)

Designed in the age-old tradition of the Oriental Geisha Balls, The Smart Love Balls provide hours worth of stimulating enjoyment. They are composed of a small ball encased in a soft and comfortable outer shell. The vibrations of the inner ball will entice and arouse you as they create an intimate massage of the highest quality.

In addition- they will strengthen and train your vaginal muscles and pelvic floor (or sphincter muscle if used anally). This can enhance the enjoyment of intercourse for both you and your lover.

ORDER:
Code# NA-104
$22.00
Smart Love Balls  
(doubles)

Designed in the age-old tradition of the Oriental Geisha Balls, The Smart Love Balls provide hours worth of stimulating enjoyment. They are composed of a small ball encased in a soft and comfortable outer shell. The vibrations of the inner ball will entice and arouse you as they create an intimate massage of the highest quality.

In addition- they will strengthen and train your vaginal muscles and pelvic floor (or sphincter muscle if used anally). This can enhance the enjoyment of intercourse for both you and your lover.

ORDER:  
Code# NA-111  
$30.00
Vibe Therapy Fascinate Silicone Duo Balls (Lavender)

These elegant duo balls are designed to provide you with an enjoyable level of sensual stimulation whilst exercising and strengthening your vaginal muscles. The weighted balls are seamless and ultra smooth which allows for easy insertion and removal. They are extremely comfortable for short or longer periods of time and will make all of your daily tasks a bit more enjoyable.

ORDER:
Code# CD- 810
$40.00
Little Beanz- duo balls

These attractively designed duo balls are made from 100% silicone and ABS plastic. This means that they not only look Great but also feel Amazingly comfortable. Their smooth surface allows for easy insertion and they are perfectly weighted to provide a dynamic level of vaginal or anal stimulation. The slightest movement creates a sensuous vibrating effect that will continue to delight you as you move to and fro. You are certain to find them to be an enjoyably erotic way to strengthen your pelvic floor muscles or just for pleasure.

ORDER:
Code# ES-830
$34.00
Geisha Love Balls

These Geisha Balls (Ben Wa Balls) are a pelvic exerciser technique intended to strengthen pelvic floor muscles for better sex and personal health. Inserted into the vagina, they can be worn in short intervals by beginners, or even all day long. Made of two linked oval "balls" in body-friendly and safe elastomed material, each sphere has a smaller sphere inside that moves with each step or movement, encouraging stronger internal muscles. A handy retrieval cord ensures this item is easy to use and remove.

Best of all, Duo Balls are widely recommended by physicians and accepted as safe and effective. And we all know how hard it is to come by something that feels so good and is good for you. So, go ahead and indulge in a pair or two of Ben Wa balls. They’re orgasmically fun and doctor approved!

ORDER:
Code# HP-102
$26.00
Duo Pleasure Pearls

These two pearls are perfectly weighted to give you just the right amount of stimulation, while strengthening your Kegel muscles (pelvic floor). For most women, this increases their overall ability to both give and receive sexual pleasure.

You can experience a sensual massage for the most sensitive parts of your vagina and benefit from natural contractions that help to tone and strengthen your pelvic floor, increasing intensity and the duration of your orgasms.

These jiggle balls are designed to be worn discreetly, allowing you to enjoy them anywhere without anyone knowing. For some couples, the use of Pleasure Pearls during intercourse creates an excitingly sensual experience for both partners.

ORDER:
Code# ES-112
$37.00
Category X - the Passion Collection

This superb vibrator kit provides 8 different rhythms of vibration and has two vibrating devices that can be controlled 100% independently of one another. One is a mini vibe with three interchangeable, soft, silicone head pieces (clitoris tickler, g-tickler and nipple teaser) that easily slide on and off. The other features a four strap harness with vibrating butterfly that is designed for intensive clitoral stimulation. This multi-use device can enjoyably create hours worth of fun and experimentation as you find the combination of stimulation that is most please (with or without a partner).

ORDER:
Code# ES- 608
$44.00
4 Play Mini Couples Kit

This is certainly the ideal gift to “get you started”. This lovely kit includes 4 silicon sleeves and a mini bullet designed to enhance any sexual fantasy. You can choose from the clitoral rabbit, anal plug, nubby or shaft each able to provide a unique sensual pleasure. The mini bullet is multi-speed with an easy twist on/off. All parts are easily cleanable. A must have for any collection.

ORDER:
Code# ES-607
$33.00
Finger Vibe Kit

This classy kit is compact and yet nicely powerful. The wireless Finger Vibe fits comfortably on most fingers. It is equipped with five distinct functions of super powerful pulsating vibrations along with multi-speed control. This allows you to adjust the intensity of the pulsations and vibrations to create the perfect erotic sensation. The kit also includes four soft pleasure sleeves each with a unique texture and specifically designed for the ultimate orgasmic experience.

ORDER:
Code# CD- 830
$55.00
Hanky Spank Me Vibrating Panty
(2 sizes)

Tucked away discreetly inside this sexy, low-rise lace thong is a hidden micro bullet designed to rock your world! The soft, stretchy waistband is so comfortable that you might just forget you're even wearing panties (until you turn on the secret micro stimulator). With the push of a button, the whisper-quiet motor comes to life and provides direct stimulation where you want it most. Allowing you to secretly enjoy some sensuous pleasure virtually any time/any place. Best of all, no one will ever know why you're smiling so much!

ORDER:
Code# CD-210
$45.00

ORDER:
Code# CD-211
plus-size
$45.00
These Glow-In-The-Dark Crotchless Panties don't just look great; these are the most enjoyable pair of panties you'll ever wear! Tucked away discreetly inside this soft-stretch crotchless G-String is a hidden micro bullet designed to rock your world! The open crotch allows you to have sex with your panties on while the multi-speed powerful micro bullet provides incredible stimulation where you want it most.

The glow-in-the-dark self-adhesive pasties are made for teasing and perfect any time you want to look and feel sexy!

ORDER:
Code# WW-803
$39.00
Nipple Clam- Nipple Clamps

These appealingly stylish nipple clamps are designed for much more than just "looking pretty".

The soft and smooth clamp ends are fully adjustable. This allows you to loosen or tighten the grip in order to create the ideal levels of pleasure. The 8 different functions of vibration and pulsation were specifically devised for maximum erotic pleasures. The clamps are completely wireless so the functions can be adjusted with the touch of a finger. This way you and/or your lover can enjoy a greater mobility and enhanced pleasure.

ORDER:

Code# NA-817

$28.00
This "state of the art" personal massager was created for women by specifically for women. It is delicately discreet and features a sensual shape that follows a woman’s curves and enhances stimulation through caressing and massaging all external areas of the body. Its soft finish creates a sensual, velvety sensation when caressing one's body. The 5 different rhythms of vibration are designed to fulfil all sensual desires, whilst 3 different intensities of vibration mode will deliver unequalled pleasures.

ORDER:
Code# CD-834
$50.00
This Touch Massager by Play House is a marvellously compact and powerful stimulator. Its three pleasurable levels of stimulation and pulsation are conveniently controlled with the touch of a finger. This allows you to alternate the stimulation to match the desires of your body. Its velvet smooth coating enhances the sensation as the massager sensuously glides across the body.

ORDER:
Code# CD-818
$32.00
The Be-Be

This wonderfully individual vibe (designed by women) has a powerful motor in the rounded tip. Its ergonomic curves coax you into toe-curling, orgasmic ecstasy, whether you're with a partner or alone. It is not only stylish, but also discreet and quiet so there's no need to worry about waking up the neighbours (or children).

This luxury vibe is perfectly shaped for caressing and nestling against and into every curve of your body without the need for insertion. It is operated by two single-touch buttons, and has 8 vibration speeds to slowly build you up to an explosive orgasm.

The non-phallic shape makes this a wonderful toy for partners that are less keen on traditional vibrators. Whether you're using Be Be for a climactic finish or as a tool of seduction during foreplay, the sleek shape and varied vibrations are sure to stoke the flames of passion between you and your partner. Requires 2 x AA batteries (included).

ORDER:
Code# CD-103
$140.00
Fairy Pocket mini massager

The Fairy Pocket Mini massager gives you the pleasure to relax, enhance and relieve your entire body with its dual speed vibrations focused through its flexible massage head. Being the No.1 selling compact hand held massager on the market, the Fairy Pocket Mini is a high intensity, incredibly powerful and versatile therapeutic all over body massager as well as an addictive erogenous zone stimulator! With cute styling and a discreet 15cm overall length this fully USB rechargeable, waterproof vibrator is sure to become your new best friend in the bedroom when it comes to erogenous zone stimulation for you and your partner. Due to the fact that the massager can be used in conjunction with your favourite massage oil and water-based personal lubricant for intimate pleasure that is sure to reach new levels of mind blowing ecstasy.

ORDER:
Code# NA-831
$42.00
Mouth-Tongue Finger Vibe

Pleasure yourself and your partner with a soft pink tongue!

This jelly tongue finger ring will have you squirming in your seat with orgasmic pleasure. The mouth and tongue are specifically designed to direct the vibrations to your most intimate areas. The vibrating bullet is fully waterproof and has seven different patterns of vibrating and pulsating pleasures. Whether you use this on yourself or your lover you will certainly enjoy this exceptional product.

ORDER:
Code# NA-807
$27.00
**MisSweet- Finger Vibe**

Use your fingers to provide erotic pleasure with this wonderful 100% waterproof finger vibe!

The one-size-fits-all, removable textured sleeve is made of pure silicone and features several ticklers. These ticklers are located at the tip of the sleeve providing you with enhanced stimulation.

You can quickly and easily choose from 7 functions of vibration and pulsation with the simple push of a button. Once the ideal setting is found, you can tickle and tease your way across your body and/or your lover to produce intense orgasmic sensations.

**ORDER:**

*Code# NA-825
Pink as shown

$28.00*

*Also available in: Aqua- code# NA-824
Purple- code# NA-826
The Screaming Octopus

This little cutie has eight tiny tentacles that produce intense tickling vibrations. These tingling massagers are designed for all over/ all at once stimulation. It will most certainly tease and please you whilst hitting All the right spots. This waterproof wonder is the ultimate vibrating bath buddy that has to be felt to believe!

ORDER:
Code# VT-804
$25.00
The Cutey Vibe by Blush Novelties is just under 2 inches (4.5cm) long and has 7 vibrating functions at the touch of a button. This petit bullet vibe is discreet and waterproof with a smooth satin finish that is ideal for many body parts. You can use it for nipple, clitoral play, or you can get creative by rubbing it around while enjoying oral sex. This little bullet packs a powerful punch and can also be used in many styles of cockring. Just let your imagination go wild with this powerful vibrator and Enjoy!

ORDER:
Code# CD-106
$16.00
Incognito Lipstick Vibe

Perfectly hidden inside a seemingly innocent lipstick, The Lipstick Vibe was designed for the total discretion of women on the go. Only you will know that such a common-place item can provide endless sexual pleasures. Whenever the mood arises, you can simply twist the lipstick up to the fully extended position and the pleasurable vibrations are activated. For a vibrator of such petite size it is highly powerful as it focuses waves of sensuous stimulation anywhere that you desire.

Just throw this essential accessory in your purse or luggage and relaxation will never be out of your reach.

ORDER:  
Code# NA-817  
$14.00

Care Instructions:
- Wash after each use with a liquid anti-bacterial soap and water.
- Pat dry with a soft, cotton towel and allow to air dry completely.
Nanma- Shell
Shocked Love
Charm (gold)

This powerful little vibrator is both sleek and classy. Its ability to discreetly hide away until required makes it an invaluable travel companion.

ORDER:
Code# CD-102
$39.00
Little Honey

This classy two-speed vibrator is small yet nicely powerful. Its sleek design and velvety touch combine to create a sensuously pleasurable experience. It is 100% waterproof and is small enough to fit discretely in your handbag or dressing gown pocket. This allows it to provide you with erotic enjoyment almost anywhere!

ORDER:
Code# NA-804
$18.00
Little Honey- Ribbed

This classy two-speed vibrator is small yet nicely powerful. Its sleek design and velvety touch combine to create a sensuously pleasurable experience. It has a gently ribbed texture that will provide you with an additional level of stimulation. It is 100% waterproof and is small enough to fit discretely in your handbag or dressing gown pocket. This allows it to provide you with erotic enjoyment almost anywhere!

ORDER:
Code# NA-822
$18.00
Cupid Series- Yellow Honey

This elegant and perfectly shaped little vibe is certain to be favourite. It is made of 100% silicone with just enough smooth and gently ribbed texture to tease and excite all of the right places. It also has a slightly curved tip to enhance stimulation of the G-spot.

This vibrator is a lovely six inches long and is equipped with 8 different speeds and pulsations of vibration. You will find it easy to enjoy and explore all of the vibration possibilities with the simple touch of a finger.

This ultra soft and waterproof toy will provide you with an endless amount of erotic enjoyment.

ORDER:
Code# NA-813
$26.00
This 5.5" (14cm) is perfect for those who believe that "good things come in small packages". It's gently rippled design combined with the soft PU coating of the shaft combine for the ultimate in pleasure.

This 100% waterproof vibrator is also equipped with 8 erotic variations of speed and pulsation. They are easily adjusted with a finger tip controller located at the base of the unit.

You are certain to enjoy a multitude of sexual enjoyments as you explore the Diamond Queen's many sensuous abilities.

ORDER:
Code# NA-821
$29.00
Awaken your senses to the Seine Petite vibrato. This heavenly new silicone massager is designed to satisfy your most intimate dreams and desires. Made from pure medical-grade silicone and polished ABS plastic, this mini vibe is smooth, sophisticated and features four powerful speeds.

The flexible silicone shaft cleverly conforms to your body's contours, making it perfect for g-spot or p-spot stimulation. The velvety-soft silicone is sleek and seamless, while the super powerful motor provides intense vibrations. And no one will know your little secret, thanks to the whisper-quiet motor and discreet design. It's small enough for your purse, clutch, makeup bag or anywhere you go. It is 5.5" long with 3.5" of insertable length with body-safe silicone that is super-soft, hygienic and non-porous. So cleanup is a snap.

ORDER:
Code# HP-803
$50.00
Red Lover is a perfect choice, whether you are looking for your first vibrator or a new addition to the toy box. It has a soft and sleekly ridged caterpillar design that will stimulate all the right spots. Your enjoyment of its unique shape and smaller size will be enhanced when you explore the 8 varying speeds of vibration/pulsation. These varying modes of sexual gratification are easily accessed by the fingertip control located on the base of this 100% waterproof pleasurable vibrator.

ORDER:
Code# NA-819
$26.00
This is a truly unique and individual vibrator. It's small but thick size makes it ideal for many pleasurable variations. Equally enjoyable is its' playful twist shape and delightfully silky satin coating that provide an interestingly erotic texture.

This exceptional waterproof vibrator is equipped with 8 tantalizing variations of speed and vibration. The different pulsations are It is easily controlled with the touch of a finger. This allows more attention to be given to the extreme orgasmic sensations that you will experience. whisper-quiet and waterproof, so enjoy wherever your heart desires.

ORDER:
Code# NA-816
$45.00
The G-Rose gspot vibrator

If you have ever wanted to experience intense G-Spot stimulation or you want a toy that gives you even more, then the Crystal Mars Series G-spot Vibe is the right choice for you!

It has a firm yet smooth jelly shaft that is comfortable to grip that allows for easy use. Meanwhile the uniquely curved end is specifically designed to deliver deep G-Spot pleasure.

The multiple speeds of this waterproof vibrator are easily adjusted. Just a simple turn of the controller (located at the base of the vibrator) and you can quickly locate the perfect vibration for the greatest orgasmic pleasure.

ORDER:
Code# NA-827
$34.00
The Pleasure Pillar

The Pleasure Pillar is one of the very best g-spot vibrators on the market. The specially angled tip delivers an incredible amount of pleasure directly on the g-spot (which is where you want it the most). It has a soft yet firm tip specifically designed so that the full enjoyment of the 8 separate variations of speed and pulsation can be directed to where ever it feels best. The fingertip controller allows you to effortlessly explore all of the vibration possibilities with simple touch of a finger.

It is no wonder that this silky soft, 100% waterproof, and whisper quiet vibrator is able to perfectly stimulate the g-spot and provide delightfully satisfying orgasms.

ORDER:
Code# NA-815
$55.00
The Amore Vibrator

This perfectly cupped vibrator is designed to fit every one of her sensuous curves. It is smooth and shapely with a convenient and easy to use one finger push button control. With 3 speeds of vibration and a waterproof composition, it is certain to create a pleasurable experience with many erotic possibilities.

ORDER:
Code# CD-833
$30.00
The Body Teaser

Foreplay has found a new friend with this tickling, tempting teaser packed with powerful vibrations. The creatively contoured massager provides soothing and satisfying sensations leaving you wriggling and tingling all over. Simplistically designed, you will be in total orgasmic control whether with your partner, lover or even having a great night at home alone. A truly tantalising, tickling sex toy!

ORDER:
Code# CD-819
$36.00
The G-Spot Slimline Vibe is angled for the perfect G-spot stimulation. The body is designed to look sleek and elegant, yet the contour designed head delivers more power to your g-spot for earth shattering orgasms. The easy-to-handle slimline shaft produces multispeed vibrations, and is controlled by a simple twist of the base.

This Phthalate Free and totally waterproof vibrator is fantastically shaped and textured. This maintains its ability to deliver the perfect levels of vibration anywhere you desire. Whether it is your first g-spot vibe or a new addition to the collection you will certainly find this vibrator to provide endless pleasures and delights.

ORDER:
Code# NA-834
$33.00
Eternity Vibe (blue)

This nice, simple, 7.5-inch vibrator has a unique texture that gives it a shiny appearance and a bit more sensation than smooth vibrators. It has been designed so that the granular surface will not flake or wear off over time. It is capable of multiple speeds and can be used internally or as a clitoral stimulator (or Both). Batteries (2 C)

ORDER:
Code# ES-836
pink
$26.00

also available:
blue- code# ES804
gold- code# ES835
You will find that the sensuously flowing form of this vibe is perfect for teasing and tantalizing. Its body-hugging curves, flowing design and smooth satin finish combine to make the perfect sensual experience. You will enjoy the body-safe silicone and simple controls as Tease Please pulses with seven vibrating functions of orgasmic pleasure. This elegant vibe is also 100% waterproof, so it can satisfy you wherever you choose.

ORDER:
Code# NA-833
$49.00
Silky Extra- Single Speed Vibe

Sleek, sensual and silky smooth this is the perfect addition to your goody drawer! With its tempting ridges and enticing speed, this is the perfect compact, waterproof vibrator. It has a slim shape and four stimulating ridges which make it wonderful for teasing your clitoris, as well as for vaginal and anal penetration (his or hers).

Length - 6"
Width - 1.5"

ORDER:
Code# ES-806
$18.00
Fluorescent Beaded Vibrator

This fantastic multi-speed vibe delivers ripples of sensation for you climatic enjoyment where and when you want it. It is slender enough for anal or vaginal play and powerful enough to produce endless pleasures. You'll love this waterproof body-safe, non-phthalate vibe with its comfortable 6 (15cm) inch delightfully beaded shaft. This classy ivory coloured vibrator includes a bonus "French Tickler" that can produce additional levels of stimulation to the clitoris.

ORDER:  
Code# NA-814  
$19.00
This is the ideal vibrator for anyone that wants a toy with an enjoyable buzz but not a huge amount of girth. This splendidly sized vibe has multiple speeds, so you control when you want to get the highest level of pleasure. It is delicately ribbed for that added stimulation and 100% waterproof. The smaller and thinner size makes it perfect for playing around in any bodily areas that you can imagine.

ORDER:
Code# WW-802
$32.00
The Waver Purple Groove

The Waver Purple Groove is a delectable new waterproof vibrator that sends ripples of stimulating pleasure rippling down its shaft. The shaft is specially ribbed to provide and addition and exquisite stimulation and features a realistic penis head and veining at the end. This vibe has been designed without a clitoral stimulator and slightly wider than other vibes so that it is perfectly suited for deeper penetration.

In addition you will find yourself enjoying the “Waver Effect” that creates pleasurable ripples that move up and down the shaft. This incredible sensation can be adjusted by engaging any of the three available speeds conveniently located on the finger tip controller. You can also reverse the direction of the “Waver Effect” to create a new level of stimulation increasing your personal satisfaction and erotic enjoyment.

ORDER:
Code# ES-827
$90.00
Squirmy Smoothdriver- Pink Only

This super sleek 15.2cm vibrator is constructed with 100% silicone. You will find it to be comfortably smooth with just enough texture to add the right amount of extra sensation. You will enjoy the gentle squirmy action of that shaft which is easily reversible with the use of the fingertip control unit. This splendidly designed vive is also equipped with a power vibrating motor located in the tip of the shaft. This allows you to direct the vibrations to the exact pleasure areas of your body to create the desired stimulation for orgasmic enjoyment.

ORDER:
Code# ES-832
$70.00
Leaping Beaver

This exceptionally designed vibrator truly a sight to behold. It has taken the concept of "rotating pearls" to a new level by encasing them in comfortably textured nodules. These allow for increased stimulation inside the vagina. The direction of the rotating pearls can be changed with the touch of a button.

This 19cm long vibrator is 100% waterproof with a quietly powerful motor. The easy touch control unit also allows you to change the speed and intensity of the clitoral stimulator. When you combine this delightful clitoris teaser with the rotating pearls the vibe is certain to deliver intense orgasmic pleasures.

ORDER:
Code# ES-831
$75.00
Honey Badger Legend

You will find this world-class vibrator to be one of the best on the market. It has six different vibration settings for both shaft rotation and clitoral stimulation. When you combine these with an additional vibrating bullet located in the shaft, you'll need to be prepared for some seriously intense pleasure. This extraordinary sex toy is 100% waterproof to provide sexual delight wherever the mood may strike.

ORDER:
Code# NA-830
$105.00
Dolphin Legend

This 100% waterproof vibrator is the perfect sextoy for all occasions. The wonderfully designed shaft is capable of six exhilarating vibration settings and has an additional vibrating bullet imbedding in the shaft. This provides an added level of stimulation and enjoyment. It also has an independently controlled clitoris stimulator with six speeds of its own. With so many pleasurable combinations to choose from, you will be able to experience hours of erotic adventures.

ORDER:
Code# NA-829
$105.00
Elipse Omega

The Eclipse Omega Vibe is a powerful vibrator that is truly built for pleasure. It has an oscillating Ultra-soft penis head and a rotating shaft with 6 rows of 6 metal beads that SPIN at 6 different speeds. These alone are more than able to provide the highest level of erotic enjoyment.

However, it also comes equipped with the Ultra 7 Power Beaver clitoris stimulator. This amazing little pleasure pod is constructed from Ultra-soft jelly and has 7 incredible modes of vibration.

This awesome vibe will hit ALL the pleasure spots and is a must have for any toy box.

ORDER:
Code# ES-834
$99.00
The Ultra 7 Eclipse Penguitronic vibrator has metal ball bearings designed to create a throbbing sensation which is transferred around the shaft to stimulate the areas deep inside.

It also has a large jelly-soft penguin shaped clitoral stimulator that is positioned in just right location to drive you all the way to a mind blowing climax.

You will enjoy, 6 levels of twist and rotation, 7 different vibrations on the clitoral stimulator, and, Glow in the dark control buttons.

ORDER:
Code# WW-804
$99.00
The Eclipse 9050 Vibrator By Seven Creations is one of three fantastic new vibrators from the ever-popular Eclipse range of sex toys. The Eclipse 9050 comes in a red finish with 56 rotating gold and silver balls that move around within the realistically shaped shaft, while the tip swings round and round giving a deep boring action. On the side of the shaft is a vibrating humming bird that totally engulfs and stimulates the clitoris. All functions are controlled by the legendary Ultra 7 controls with glow in the dark buttons that gives seven different vibration patterns including surge, pulse and roller coaster.

ORDER:
Code# ES-833
$99.00
Eclipse Dolphitronic

This vibrator is part of the Ultra 7 Eclipse range and is unmatched for power and performance. This fantastic futuristic vibrator will surely take you to another dimension. The soft jelly oscillating tip rotates as it goes in deeper whilst the rotating shaft has 6 rows of 6 metal beads that spin at 6 different speeds.

If that isn't enough, the soft jelly clitoral stimulator vibrates in 7 modes with 3 different vibrating speeds, 3 pulsating speeds and 1 escalating mode.

This state-of-the-art vibe is certain to be a favourite for many years to come.

ORDER:
Code# WW-805
$99.00
The Ultra-Rabbit personal massager

This elegant and innovated vibrator is one of the best on the market. It is constructed from the finest medical grade Silicone with a seamless and sensual design.

The perfectly sized and comfortably shaped shaft provides three speeds exotic of rotation. It also has an independently controlled clitoral stimulator that will deliver seven tantalising modes of vibration and pulsation. When used in tandem they create and maintain a euphoric level of orgasmic delight.

The Ultra-Rabbit is waterproof and easy to clean. It is operated with a conveniently placed control unit (on base of unit) that allows you to thoroughly focus on your pleasure!

ORDER:
Code# NA-802
$120.00
The Utamaro Beam is a brilliantly designed and manufactured Japanese vibrator. It is super soft with a bendable head and smooth round nodules for the ultimate in comfort. Its high-tech integrated control box allows for easy manipulation of three separate controls that run two independent motors (main shaft & clitoral) along with a variable speed rotating main shaft motor. This provides you with total control of all of these high impact orgasmic settings. You will find that the three rows of stimulating fixed pearls will enhance this highly pleasurable vibrator. And just for fun-the main shaft is illuminated with trendy red and blue lights to help guide you on your way to sexual bliss.

ORDER:
Code# CD-823
$120.00
The Ripple Rabbit

The Ripple Rabbit vibrator is the product of innovation, elegance, and power. These elements have been combined to provide countless hours of passion and erotic pleasures.

This seamless massager is sophistically designed for enjoyment and constructed of the finest medical grade silicone for absolute comfort. It is thoroughly waterproof to allow for use in a number of exotic locations.

Of course it is the 7 functions of vibration combined with the 3 speeds of shaft rotation that places this vibrator among the best on the market. With such a degree of versatility it is no wonder that The Ribble Rabbit can deliver the highest levels of satisfaction and sensual delight.

ORDER:
Code# NA-820
$89.00
The Thrusting Rabbit-Racer

Delight yourself with this exotic and glamorous vibrator. You will find your body captivated and aroused by the varying speeds of shaft rotation combined with the pleasurable thrusting motion. Whilst simultaneously indulging in the seven vibration modes of the clitoral stimulator. The combination of these three effects is certain to result in an overwheedlingly sensuous experience.

All of these features are easily managed with the use of a finger tip control unit located at the base. Made from soft Silica Gel this vibrator is not only exceptionally comfortable, but also easy to clean and care for.

ORDER:
Code# NA-801
$110.00
Butterfly Thrusting Vibrator

This superb waterproof vibrator is ultra-slim with a vibration shaft that rotates and thrusts. The soft swirled rotating tip probes deep in your vagina (or anus) working simultaneously in two directions. This allows the centre chamber of wonderful pleasure beads to massage and stimulate. You can also choose between 5 speed variations that will produce super sensational orgasmic pleasure.

In addition this vibrator is designed with the gorgeous Ultra 7 function butterfly shaped clitoral stimulator. This fabulously soft and textured feature is capable of 6 different vibration/pulsation modes. You will find hours of sexual enjoyment as to explore the endless combinations of spin, thrust, vibration, and clitoral stimulation.

ORDER:
Code# HP-801
$99.00
Platinum Rampant Rabbit

When only the very best will do, Rampant Rabbit Platinum will have you writhing in pleasure. The clear 6.5" (17cm) shaft contains metal balls which rotate at six different speed settings. This feature is designed to provide you with a heightened degree of internal stimulation. It also has a clitoral stimulator that is capable of seven different vibrating functions varying from low and high speeds to waves and pulsation. When combined, these unique features will deliver orgasmic levels of sexual gratification and enjoyment.

ORDER:
Code# NA-812
$84.00
Chrome Jacket “Lusty Loops” Vibrator

This nicely sized 7.5 inch vibrator easily lives up to its nickname of “Primal Arouser”. It has two speeds of vibration and reversible rotation of the Gyrating Pearls located on the shaft. These incredible features can be enjoyed individually or together with the touch of a finger to the control panel easily accessed at the base. It also has a clitoris stimulator designed to put you “over-the-edge” at just the right moment. The penis shaped tip is slightly curved to allow the additional stimulation of the g-spot.

ORDER:
Code# ES- 829
$75.00
G-Pearl Rabbit

Here is the Sextoy that is in a league of its own. The G-Pearl Rabbit is a vibrator with quadruple sensations that wiggles into an erotic dance, touching every erogenous tender spot that exists in the pelvic zone.

The gently curved tip is perfect for stimulating the G-spot whilst the ribbed shaft and adjustable vibration speed will bring pleasure to the entire vagina. When you add the multi-speed clitoral stimulator to the picture, you wind up with hours of pure orgasmic adventure.

ORDER:
Code# CD-832
$120.00
The LadyBug Vibrator

This little Ladybug is not only cute but it is powerful as well!

You will find that the shaft itself has very pleasant and soft degree of vibration. The soft jelly texture and subtle bumps along the shaft add to the overall sensations and give this vibe a unique and excellent feel.

It was specifically designed with a soft-vibe shaft so that most of the “buzzing” emphasis is on the clitoris stimulator which can be adjusted to suit your mood and desires. It ranges from a gentle and delicate buzz to a mighty thrum that is certain to bring a smile to your face.

ORDER:
Code# ES-828
$54.00
Its Multi Flex innovative design makes Dual vibe the only multiple angles vibrator which keeps a given shape... from 0 to 180 degrees! It fits firmly, without any embarrassing belts and it’s also wireless. Made of elastomer and phthalate free it’s totally safe for the skin. Men and women can make love while Dual vibe is worn, and the feeling is as good for him as it is for her. In solo use, it’s a real gymnast for your sexuality, bending and fitting perfectly with any anatomy.

Its unique Multi Flex design makes it totally malleable and gives you the choice of positions. Dual vibe moulds perfectly the labia, clitoris and vagina. Small but powerful it has one vibration mode and one vibrator on each end. It works by using 3 small watch battery size, easy to find and replaceable. Helping you find your way in the dark, it lights up with a red led. Each Dual Vib comes with a 90 days warranty against any mechanical defects.

ORDER:
Code# CD-816
$105.00
The Couple’s Delight is a dual remote control vibrator that can be worn while making love. The innovative design has two quiet and powerful motors on both ends to provide both external clitoral and internal G-Spot stimulation for women engaging in activity with a partner or alone.

It is hands free, strap free and has an internal battery so requires no wires to be plugged in while being used. It is made of medical grade silicone so it is soft, discreetly small, comfortable, easy to use and can be used with or without a condom.

It has a thin flexing arm that conforms to a women’s unique shape, the Couple’s Delight naturally hugs and warms to your body and maintains its position during your favourite sex positions. It is waterproof, rechargeable, and has 10 different pleasure vibe settings. This is truly one of a kind devise.

ORDER: Code# CD-815 $140.00
The Royal Scepter

This sleek and sexxy vibrator was designed with “personal enjoyment” in mind. It has a soft, smooth, and sensuous exterior that is certain to tantalize anyone’s pleasure zones. It is waterproof and rechargeable (no batteries required). You will find that it’s 6 speeds of vibration combined with 7 frequencies of pulsation will allow you to find the perfect variations and enjoy hours of erotic enjoyment.

*colour choice (black/red)-dependant on availability

ORDER:
Code# NA-810
(red) $120.00

ORDER:
Code# NA-811
(black) $120.00
Thrive Handy Massager

The Thrive Handy Massager provides you with 2 powerfully pleasurable speeds of vibration. This incredible device allows you to massage most parts of your own body (over the shoulders and against the back) without the limitation of the length of your arm. You can also use it on your lover to provide intense delight to all the right spots. It has a flexible head that is designed to access those hard-to-reach areas, and plugs in directly to the power point (no batteries required).

With the addition of our comfortable “Sex-Sleeve” attachment ($12.00) you can create the Perfect Pleasure Toy!

ORDER:
Code# NA-809
$120.00
Fairy Mini Massage Wand

*Enjoy the perfect combination of power and size!*

The first down-sized model of the super popular Fairy Massage Wand series from Japan is finally available in Australia. The Fairy Mini is a similar size to vibrators on the market. Its plain outer exterior hides the great power it possesses. The compact head vibrates with amazing intensity and speed and is also flexible for greater versatility.

The Fairy Mini can plug in directly to your power box so no batteries are required. The power control variable so you can find the setting that is perfect to satisfy your desires. A number of attachments are available for Fairy Mini Mini. (not included) When purchasing attachments, please make sure the attachments are Fairy Mini compatible.

**ORDER:**

*Code# NA-806*

*$110.00*
King Kong Massage Wand
(rechargeable)

This massage wand is rechargeable and features a unique “slapping” action to really get you going. When used as a body massager the wand can deliver intensely powerful vibrations to your aching muscles. You can adjust the strength to suit your personal desires.

The set also includes an insert able ribbed dildo attachment (sleeve) with a textured clitoral stimulator. This fits over the head of the wand for a thoroughly erotic sensation. You will find the “dildo sleeve” to be extremely comfortable whilst maintaining excellent vibrations.

ORDER:
Code# NA-805
$140.00
The Lover Ring is made of super-stretchy rubber that you slip over your erect penis. This tantalizing penis sleeve will add heightened sensations and pleasures to your love life. Both you and your lover will enjoy an extra degree of stimulation along with the new erotic experiences that these little love-hearts can create.

ORDER:
Code# NA-309
$8.00
Ball Banger Cockring  
(non vibrating)

This one size fits most super-stretchy ring puts a squeeze on performance letdowns. For most men it aids in controlling/delaying ejaculation whilst enjoying larger and firmer erections. The “Pleasure Balls” are designed balls swing and tap against you and your partner, adding extra stimulation for the both of you! It also has wonderfully designed nodules around the ring to enhance her pleasure when they come into contact during full penetration.

ORDER:  
Code# NA-304  
$14.00
Diamond Cockring

Say 'I Love You' with the Diamond Cock Ring from Seven Creations. This soft stretchy silicone cock ring is shaped like a Diamond Ring to add a little something to your evening of lovers' passion. The Diamond Cock Ring may increase your stamina and help you to maintain a harder erection for longer.

ORDER:
Code#  ES-306
$8.00
Stay Hard Cockring
(set of three)

These Stay Hard Cock Rings come in 3 sizes, so you can use them individually or all 3 at once. The Small Ring is for maximum erections; Medium Ring is for hard erections; Large Ring can be used to encircle the upper part of your scrotum to help prevent premature ejaculation. They are made of Elastomer, a super stretchy, comfortable and Phthalate Free material developed specifically for your safety and hygiene during your intimate play.

ORDER:
Code# NA-307 (black) $11.00

ORDER:
Code# NA-308 (clear) $11.00
Stay Hard Donuts Rings are a simple seductive add-on to prolong erections and intensify ejaculation. You simply slide the ring around the penis shaft (or both the shaft and testicles for even more pleasure) and you're ready to go. These Super stretchy Elastomer rings give you a comfortable custom fit that is sure to please you and your lover. For many men the use of penis rings creates enhancement in both erection size and stamina. They will add an exciting extra sensation to your love making.

ORDER:
Code# NA-311
$11.00
Centurion’s Pearls- Cockring

This extremely distinctive cockring will certainly provide hours worth of enjoyment for you and your partner. It was beaded pearls within the ring that create a highly erotic sensation as the rub against each others flesh. In addition, the two metal balls are perfectly designed to tease you in just the right spots.

ORDER:
Code# ES- 314
$12.00
Magic Ring set

Increase and prolong your erection with these extremely stretchable and soft textured silicone cock rings. These cockrings are easy to get on and off, and can be worn around the penis, balls or the full gear behind the penis and balls.

With ticklers on the circumference are specifically designed to provide clitoral stimulation. They are great for couples, and can also be inserted over your favourite vibe or dildo for a bit of variety.

ORDER:
Code# CD-307
$22.00
Intensive Vibrating Cockring

This “one time use” cockring is a wonderful way to enjoy your fist cockring experience. The silicone ring is easily stretchable to comfortably fit most penis sizes. You can switch on the vibrating bullet with the touch of a finger and feel the buzz as it travels through your penis and into your partner. The clitoral stimulator sleeve adds an incredible new sensation.

ORDER:
Code# ES-312
$9.00
Jungle fever one use Vibrating Cockrings

Take a ride on the wild side with the Jungle Fever collection of the Humm Dinger! This vibrating cockring and clitoral stimulator has a powerful vibrating and pulsating action for his and her pleasure! The Humm Dinger offers 20 minutes of continuous action with an easy on-off rotating dial, and is super stretchy for a one size fits all capability. These powerful vibrating cock rings come in three designs: tiger, zebra and leopard, Batteries included.

ORDER:
Code# CD-306
$14.00
Humm Dinger- Vibrating Cock Ring (Purple-Only)

The 'Original" Vibrating Pleasure Ring that launched a wave of copy cats! HUMM DINGER is the brand name known the (world over) for it's powerful motor and super sensuous stretch silicone, which is sure to please and tease both partners during intimate play time! Don't be fooled by the rest..Stick with the Best!

ORDER:
Code# CD-302
$10.00
Humm Dinger- Night Rider
(glow-in-the-dark)

You and your partner can shine a new light on Intimate Play Time with the HUMM DINGER-Night Light. You will enjoy quite a buzz with its powerful motor, super stretch silicone, and BRIGHT RED LIGHT. This is sure to please and tease both partners, while playing around in the dark!

ORDER:
Code# CD-305
$11.00
Humm Dinger "Double Dinger" is the "Original" Dual Vibrating Pleasure ring designed for "His & Her" Pleasure! Dual motors stimulate the genital area to create MAXIMUM PLEASURE for both partners! Motors last approximately 40 minutes + and come with batteries included, which are replace-able! There are many other "Imitators' out there, so don't be fooled by the rest...be sure to stick with "The Best" the #1 (ORIGINAL)HUMM DINGER!

ORDER:
Code# HP-301
$16.00
When you strap on the HUMM DINGER TURBO, get ready for an unimaginable sexual experience!

With our vibrating ring, you can experience up to 90+ minutes of erotic vibrations, longer and firmer erections, and intense orgasms! HUMM DINGER TURBO is waterproof and offers intense vibrating pleasure, at the flick of an on/off switch!

Our unique enhanced Super Stretch silicone gel ring, is easily placed around the base of the penis. It stimulates the female clitoris with soft nobbies to achieve powerful intense orgasms.

ORDER:
Code# HP-302
$16.00
The Quad Dinger

Enjoy 40+ minutes of new and improved powerful vibrating action for his and her pleasure. The Quad Dinger has sensuous stretchy silicone material with raised pleasure nubbies for extra sensation. It has a vertical stimulation vibe at the base that provides extra pleasure for either clitoral or anal erogenous ones (depending on the position).

ORDER:
Code#CD-304
$26.00
The Screaming O

This wonderful “disposable” cockring is Fun, Compact, and Portable. It has a powerful micro-vibrating bullet that provides 40+ minutes of pleasurable vibration for you and your partner. The raised “pleasure ticklers” add direct clitoral stimulation to give her an additional level of excitement. Also included: a Sensually Thin latex condom.

ORDER:
Code# VT-303
$10.00
The Screaming O: Two-O

The Two-O dual vibrating ring features twin motors. One is on top for her and the other is on bottom for him. This provides both partners with a one of a kind pleasurable experience. These powerful bullets have 80+ TOTAL minutes of vibrating fun (40 minutes each). Couples can use them both at once or one at a time and when the motors are done, just toss it away. The vibrating stimulator sleeves provide added pleasurable excitement when rubbed against the clitoris and/or anus.

ORDER:
Code# VT-302
$16.00
Together Forever Cockring

This incredible cockring comes with a vibrating egg and a stimulating metal ball. The one touch vibrating egg provides exhilarating sensations for both partners whilst the “energizing” steel ball provides a “little something” extra.

ORDER:
Code# ES-305
$34.00
Ball Banger Cockring

(Vibrating)

This excitingly erotic cockring is designed for pleasure and performance.

The super elastic ring can be stretch to fit comfortably on a variety of penis sizes. For many men it can not only help in maintain longer /harder erections but als has been known to help the user to control ejaculation.

But it's not just for him - she'll love the one-touch micro bullet as it gently vibrates down the length of his penis. She will also enjoy a special thrill when the stimulator makes contact with her clitoris. Whilst the addition of the “Pleasure Balls” increases Both partners enjoyment as they swing and bounce with every passionate thrust.

ORDER:
Code# NA-303
$28.00
Pleasure Balls Vibrating Cock Ring with Stimulation Balls is the next generation in "Erotic Stimulation"! Each steel ball is strategically spaced to enhance you and your partners most intimate regions. Once the motor is activated, each ball has a "Tickling" sensation that will tease and please both you and your partner into "erotic overdrive"! The Sure Grip Cock Ring with Power Bullet also helps to provide comfort, as well as stimulate blood flow to the penis in helping to sustain erection.

ORDER:
Code# HP-303
$26.00
Stay Hard Vibrating Cockring

This stylish cockring is designed for both comfort and pleasure. It is made from soft and super elastic material that is designed to fit most penis sizes. You will find it just snug enough to enhance the erection and for many men it also allows for longer staying abilities.

The vibrating bullet is 100% waterproof has 7 different speed and vibration settings controlled with the simple touch of a finger. This allows you to choose the perfect amount of pleasure for you and your lover.

This ring also comes equipped with delicately designed labia and clitoral stimulators. These will certainly send intensely pleasurable vibrations to just the right places and deliver powerfully enjoyable orgasms!

ORDER:
Code# NA-310
$29.00
Jelly Dolphin Cockring

This ultra soft cockring comes with a removable, multi-speed mini bullet and is also waterproof. Both you and your partner will be able to enjoy the exotic vibrations as the bullet turns your penis into a vibrator. Add to this sensation the soft dolphin clitoris stimulator and you will both be enjoying time and time again.

ORDER:
Code# ES-304
$30.00
Jelly Rabbit Cock Ring

Enhance your erection and sex life with this ultra soft rabbit cock ring. The Jelly Rabbit cock ring features a one size fits all jelly ring accompanied by a rabbit ear shaped clitoris stimulator fitted with a multi speed vibrating bullet. This cock ring will help to keep you hard and make her writhe with pleasure.

ORDER:
Code# ES-303
$30.00
Mouth and Tongue- Vibrating Cock & Ball Harness (stretchable)

This cock ring with a clitoral simulator easily stretches to comfortably fit most penis sizes. For many men the ring will allow for larger and harder erections. It also assists in delaying ejaculation.

The bullet has 7 exiting modes of vibration and pulsation. This causes the shaft of the penis to transform into a “living vibrator”. This incredible sensation can provide erotically sensual enjoyment for both you and your partner.

The tongue shaped clitoral stimulator is specifically designed to provide an intense level of climatic sensation for her whilst the ball harness provides additional stimulation for him.

ORDER:
Code# NA-302
$38.00
Mouth and Tongue- Vibrating Cock & Ball Harness (Snug-Fit)

Designed identical to “NA-302” this ring is fashioned with “low-stretch” material, making it ideal for men with thinner penises. For many men the ring will allow for larger and harder erections. It also assists in delaying ejaculation.

The bullet has 7 exiting modes of vibration and pulsation. This causes the shaft of the penis to transform into a “living vibrator”. This incredible sensation can provide erotically sensual enjoyment for both you and your partner.

The tongue shaped clitoral stimulator is specifically designed to provide an intense level of climatic sensation for her whilst the ball harness provides additional stimulation for him.

ORDER:
Code# NA-303
$38.00
Cock N Balls- Vibro Harness

This device is truly in a league of its own. This soft and stretchy cock and ball harness is covered with nubbly ticklers designed to tease and please all parties concerned. Add to that its three detachable vibrating mini bullets (each with its own control switch) and you’ll find yourself with one powerfully pleasurable Love Ring.

ORDER:
Code# ES-315
$36.00
Butterfly Cock and Ball Harness

This special cock ring is Ultra soft, with stretch ball harness to ensure a comfortable fit. The butterfly shaped clit stimulator has a pouch to slip in the vibrating bullet.

ORDER:
Code# ES-307
$36.00
The Rabbit Cock & Ball Harness is a multi-speed clitoral stimulator, shaft tickler cock ring with ball support. The removable mini bullet vibe has a water tight dial cap and the ring is stretchable to fit most penises.

**ORDER:**

**Code# ES-310**

**$36.00**
Hung- Deep Snake Cockring

Take it to the "EXTREME" with the HUNG "Deep Snake"! The Deep Snake is specifically designed to promote longer lasting erections with its sure grip penis band! It also stimulates Blood Flow to the penis with its powerful Vibrating Mega Bullet! Feeling more "Adventurous"? Simply switch on the motor at the end of the Tail, and Insert the Anal Pleasure Beads as far as you dare! See how much you can take....with the HUNG "Deep Snake"!... and get ready for pleasure to the "EXTREME"!

ORDER:
Code# HP-304
$35.00
Clutching Dolphin Cockring

The Clutching Dolphin waterproof cockring is a little wonder and a powerhouse of excitement. It has a mini power vibe that slots into the head of the dolphin. This feature produces a powerful vibration along the shaft with an additional erotic sensation when the nose and tail make contact. It was specifically designed with a slightly larger hole and amazing stretchability to allow you to use it both as a finger vibe and as a vibrating cockring.

ORDER:
Code# ES-318
$29.00
Double Dolphin Vibrating Cockring

Perfect for couples, the double dolphin is a soft pliable jelly cock ring that can enhance the man’s erection, while providing stimulation for both partners. Its total hands-free design allows you and your partner to enjoy yourselves without needing to be distracted by switches and cords. The cock ring has 2 micro bullets at either end and measures 3 1/4 inches across. It runs off of 6 watch sized batteries, which are included, and is fun to use in the water (though we are sure you can find plenty of uses for it on dry land as well).

ORDER:
Code# ES- 317

$40.00
10 Dynamic Rhythms With Purple Sleeve

This impressive cockring is made with soft, stretchy, and durable double enhancement material that supplies maximum support and control for him, while strategically placed texture ticklers & nubs, provide powerful clitoral sensations for her. Add to all of that a vibrating bullet with 10 Dynamic Rhythms and you'll both be ready to explore and enjoy a vast magnitude of pleasure.

ORDER:
Code# ES-308
$45.00
Silicone Soft-Cockring

This Cock Ring is a very snug fit. It is an ultra-soft silicone that fits any and all sizes! With a nubby sleeve and a one touch rabbit clitoral stimulator vibrator, it is certain to provide hours of pleasure for you and your partner.

ORDER:
Code# ES-309
$30.00
Tin Tactics Vibrating Cockring

When it comes to “big things” in “small packages”, this little toy takes the prize. This vibrating cockring is made of stretchable 100% silicone that slips into the clitoris stimulator sleeve. The one-touch bullet produces a lovely vibration that will be enjoyed by you and your partner. It is easy to clean and can be safely hidden in its discreet storage tin.

ORDER:
Code# ES-311
$28.00
Penis Sleeves

These wonderfully textured sleeves can add just the right amount of extra stimulation to your love making. They comfortably glide onto your lover’s penis and provide you with an incredibly satisfying sensation. They are constructed with medical grade silicon and can stretch to fit most penis sizes. If your lover is not available, you can use the sleeves on most vibrators and dildos to enhance your personal pleasures.

*available in two designs: “smooth bumps” or “soft spikes”

ORDER:
Code# NA-306 (soft spikes) $16.00
Code# NA-305 (smooth bumps) $16.00
Masturbation Sleeve

The Masturbator Sleeve is the perfect toy for an exceptional orgasmic experience. It is 5.5 inches long and is open ended to allow for smooth and easy stimulation of the sex organ. The soft ticklers are located in the interior to provide the perfect amount of texture as it glides up and down your shaft. It is also transparent so you can watch the action and very easy to clean.

ORDER:
Code# ES-320
$14.00
Diamond Hand Job Stroker

Give your lover pleasure that he will never forget. This super firm TPR hand job stroker is a sensual addition to foreplay as well as the perfect accompaniment for solo enjoyment.

This "Hand Tool" is designed for maximum comfort and tested to ensure high quality performance. It is made of translucent TPR with an open ended design. It is waterproof, phthalate free, and constructed with a ribbed, tapered tunnel and narrow, textured exterior. You will find this masturbator to be the perfect toy to enhance any sexual experience.

ORDER:

Code# NA-X09

$24.00
Slip yourself into Jasmine's Kitty and feel the lifelike sensations that feel amazingly better than the real thing! With a ribbed inner tunnel and realistic, soft, skin-like material, Jasmine is always warm and inviting.

This incredibly powerful premium stroker is designed to facilitate the most amazing and stimulating release available. The multi-speed vibrating male masturbator provides climactic stroking with a textured, suction inducing TPR Sleeve that engulfs you for the most unbelievable orgasms ever.

Jasmine's Kitty is open ended for easy cleaning, and a light dusting of cornflour helps her feeling soft and supple after cleaning.

ORDER:
Code# NA-X08
$94.00
The Spider
Male Masturbator

Enjoy a one-of-a-kind sexual experience with this amazing masturbator. It is perfectly designed with a life-like vagina insert for hours of sensual pleasure. The ultra-soft interior creates an erotic sensation that is second to none.

In addition The Spider is one of the few masturbators on the market that has a tilting suction base. This allows you to perfectly adjust the position of this fantastic toy almost anywhere and enjoy the ultimate in orgasmic hands-free play.

ORDER:
Code# NA-X04
$115.00
Mojo Male Stimulator

This ergonomically designed waterproof masturbator has 120 non-jamming beads that rotate in a silicone sleeve for the ultimate in male stimulation.

Your penis will enjoy one orgasm after another with 7 different functions and 5 different speeds. This allows you to make it fast and hard or lay back to enjoy it slow and easy.

This stimulator is easy to clean with any specifically designed toy cleaner and is 100% waterproof.

ORDER:
Code# ES-824
$105.00
Jasmine’s Hot Mouth

Slide between Jasmine’s realistic lips and tongue to envelop yourself in her supple softness!

This fabulous stroker/masturbator has a lifelike look and is constructed from realistic phthalates free X5(cyberskin) materials. This gives it a surprisingly realistic feel.

It has a perfectly formed mouth that is nicely snug and is 5.5 inches deep. This creates sensuously stretchy feel that clings comfortably to your penis. The use of a water based lubricant enhances the enjoyment whilst the ribbed “love tunnel” massages and arouses.

The open-ended design allows for easy cleaning and also can be covered up with a finger to create an erotically pleasurable sucking sensation.

ORDER:
Code# NA-X03
$26.00
VerSpanken- Waves
Male Masturbation Toy

This one is unlike any other product on the market. It is specially designed to simulate intercourse. With the addition of lubrication, the soft rubber “lips” create the sensation of gliding into a warm moist vagina. These incredibly erotic feeling “lips”, are held in an open ended housing that has a “snap-closure” feature. This allows you to change the pressure (or tightness) of the “lips” as they stroke against your penis. You are truly in control and can vary the sensations however you desire.

This toy is certain to delight you in many ways whether you are using it by yourself or with your partner.

ORDER:
Code# WW-X01
$78.00
The Tenga Deep Throat Cup
Male Masturbator

The Tenga Deep Throat Cup uses a one way air valve for suction control. This allows for deeper penetration.

The interior lining is soft, smooth, and sensually comfortable. The addition of water based lubrication creates the sensation of a wet mouth around your penis.

Unlike other brands on the market The Tenga has an increased vacuum effect. This provides an increased level of suction as you stroke and rub your way to an exhilarating climax.

ORDER:
Code# NA-X01
$19.00
Genie in a Bottle - Magic Carpet Ride

Go for a ride and experience the sensation of sliding and floating with your special Genie. Tight, silky-smooth, and yours to penetrate again and again. Safe, fun, and great for increasing stamina.

You will find this male masturbation cup to be comfortably tight and silky smooth. It is designed for ultimate pleasure with each and every penetration. The high ridges in the entrance will rub you in all the right places whilst encouraging you to slide deeper. The first chamber has a gripping & ridged interior that is tight enough to apply pleasurable resistance. When you reach the final chamber you will experience a massage that delivers indescribable sensations of ecstasy.

ORDER:
Code# XS-X01
$32.00
Black Glory Hole

Evolved Novelties and Zero Tolerance Studios have come together to create a set consisting of realistic feeling and looking male masturbation sleeve plus a XXX rated adult movie for your pleasure. Vagina masturbation sleeve has a super soft tight feel. Non-vibrating sex toy is ergonomically shaped to fit perfectly in either hand. Designed for visual excitement with its life like entry plus raised channel for deep thrust sensation. As an added bonus pleasure bumps and ridges for intense sensations. Glory Holes come with a narrowing channel for tighter, more natural sensation. Waterproof non-vibrating sex toy for men has a unique inner channel for optimal masturbation. Made using phthalate free, non-toxic materials: Thermoplastic Resin TPR sleeve, DVD. Male masturbation device washes easily.

ORDER:
Code# WW-X01
$32.00
Maximizer Power Pump X3

Increase your size and confidence without dangerous medications or expensive surgeries with this safe and easy-to-use "Maximizer Power Pump X3" Penis Enlarger. As you penetrate the smooth, flexible PVC opening, you'll quickly discover throbbing, rock-hard erections that feel great and last and last with no midway performance letdowns! Each pull of the EZ-Grip pump trigger allows your penis to grow bigger, thicker, and swell with power. The clear vacuum tube allows you to watch your cock grow, and the quick-release valve relieves pressure with a push of the button. The soft PVC sleeve forms a perfectly tight seal against the skin and creates a powerful vacuum inside the chamber, forcing your erection to quickly expand its length and girth.

ORDER:
Code# NA-X06
$64.00
Auto Vac Power Pump

This high-tech penis pump was developed as a safe, affordable, non-surgical alternative to expensive medical procedures and pills.

With the push of a button, the powerful motor creates a super-strong vacuum inside the chamber, forcing your erection to quickly expand its length and girth. Simply insert your penis into the tube, press the power button, and watch your pleasure rod swell with power! The soft TPR sleeve forms an air-tight seal against the skin, creating incredible suction and amazing results. When you are finished, simply push the quick-release button under the power button to instantly relieve the pressure.

ORDER:
Code# NA-X05
$84.00
Guy Bartlet Authentic Cock Vibrator

This amazingly real looking penis has a powerful multi-speed vibrating bullet that is easily adjusted with the hand help control unit. The vibration unit is specifically designed to produce the highest levels of orgasmic pleasure. This dildo is extremely life like with knobby head and veins that provide additional stimulation. Its strong suction cap will stick to just about any smooth surface to allow for erotic hands free play.

ORDER:
Code# ES-502
$47.00
Lee Roys Long Dong Vibe

Lee Roy is 8 inches worth of action packed enjoyment. This vibrating dong has just the right amount of texture and veins to look and feel like the “real thing”. It also has a strong suction base that firmly attaches to most smooth surfaces allowing a greater degree of freedom of moment. In addition the 3-speed hand control unit allows you to enjoy the optimum level of vibration at the perfect moment.

ORDER:
Code# ES-506
$75.00
Vigorous Vince

If you like things a bit smaller, then this could be the perfect toy for you. This lovely six inch Jelly vibrator is penis shaped to create a wonderful sensation. The ability to attach the suction base to a smooth surface gives you the ability to enjoy various new positions. It also has 3 levels of vibration and a hand control unit that has “dual input” so that you can simultaneously use an additional (combatable).

ORDER:
Code# ES-507
$28.00
Mr. Marcus Dong

MR. MARCUS' is a 9 inch dildo (6.5 inches insertable) with a realistic look and feel. This brown flesh coloured penis has a sturdy suction cup base that holds to any flat surface so you can focus on the pleasure. Its 6.5 inches of insertable length along with its lifelike veins and knob will make him feel like the real thing. MR. MARCUS' is pleasantly scented and made of soft, phthalate free PVC. To clean use soap and water or a toy cleaner then let air dry.

ORDER:
Code# NA-505
$39.00
Mr. Marcus' Vibrating Dildo

MR. MARCUS' is a 9 inch vibrating dildo (6.5 inches insertable) with a realistic look and feel. The vibration speed and strength are easily adjusted with the turn of a knob on the control unit. This brown flesh coloured penis has a sturdy suction cup base that holds to any flat surface so you can focus on the pleasure. Its 6.5 inches of insertable length along with its lifelike veins and knob will make him feel like the real thing. MR. MARCUS' is pleasantly scented and made of soft, phthalate free PVC. To clean use soap and water or a toy cleaner then let air dry.

ORDER:
Code# NA-504
$56.00
Noches Latinas- Dong 6"

These beautiful caramel-colour dongs will bring you to new levels of sexual satisfaction. The Noches Latinas latex-free UR3 Pene Real Con Testiculos was developed with a groundbreaking dual-density formula.

These extremely realistic cock and balls are formed with two uniquely separate layers. You will find them to be hard and firm on the inside whilst being softly flesh like on the outside. This combination combines to create one of the most realistic experiences possible.

You will also find that it even warms to the touch -And will recover its shape just like a real cock! If a truly realistic dong is what you are looking for, you will not get any realer than the Noches Latinas!!

*Available in 8 and 6 inches*

ORDER:
Code# CD-515
$74.00
James Deen 8.5 inch vibrating dong

When it comes to vibrating dongs, this one is ideal. Although it is 8.5 inches (21cm) it is much slimmer than most other dongs of the same length. This allows for much easier and enjoyable insertion whilst its texture and flexibility provide “real feel” capability. It has a strong suction base for hands-free play along with a comfortable hand unit that effortlessly controls the level of vibration.

ORDER:
Code# NA-502
$48.00
G-Girl Style 6 inch Dong (black)

This specially designed dildo is perfect for anyone who wants a penis of more “natural” dimensions. At 6 inches in length it is has enough insertion ability to please without being overly cumbersome. It is an intensifying and enjoyably curved/shaped dong with a realistic scrotum for satisfying all your sexual desires. The detailed texture and veins provide the look and feel of the real thing. It’s strong suction cup base holds it in position with ease for “hands-free” play.

ORDER:
Code# CD-512 (flesh)  $38.00

ORDER:
Code# CD-513 (black) $38.00
Fetish- Wireless Strap-on (lavender)

This Wireless 3-Speed Strap-on Vibrator has one-touch controls designed to rock your world with a comfortable PVC harness that easily adjusts using nylon tush and thigh straps. The self-contained 3-speed vibrating dildo snaps in and out of the PVC harness and features an easy to use, push-button control to choose between 3 thrilling speeds. It can be used with or without the harness. Best of all, it's waterproof and completely safe for the bath, shower or hot tub.

ORDER:
Code# CD-505
$80.00
Indulge yourself with the simple pleasures of a classic! This sexy strap-on dildo is the perfect way to take control in the bedroom and satisfy your lover. The adjustable nylon harness easily adjusts to fit most sizes, while the dong comfortably stays in place when the action heats up. Your partner will love the thickness and life-like feel of the dong...and you’ll love the results. For the ultimate pleasure experience, go back to the basics!

ORDER:
Code# WW-503
$49.00
Pump a Dong

This 6” vibrating strap-on dong is the ultimate in evening attire. The latex pants are easily adjustable to fit most sizes. The dong also has a pump valve to thicken it up.

ORDER:
Code# ES-501
$95.00
Fetish- Door Swing

Turn any door into a love swing in just a few minutes! Enjoy positions you never thought were possible and explore your fetish fantasies! Using the door swing is easy. The straps adjust to suit various heights.

ORDER:
Code#  CD-706
$95.00
Fetish Deluxe Door Swing

Turn an ordinary door in your home into a love swing in just minutes with this incredible Deluxe Fantasy Door Swing. Enjoy positions you never thought were possible and do it all with ease, thanks to the padded seat cradle, comfortable stirrups and perfectly-placed leverage handles. The deluxe swing requires no permanent installation or expensive tools and holds up to 300 lbs.

Using two heavy-duty metal tubes to hang the swing from, the swings fits in your door jamb, between the frame and the door itself. The heavy-duty nylon support straps feature cross-stitching and are fully adjustable, allowing you to explore a variety of positions. Sit down on the padded seat, place your feet in the stirrups, and enjoy a wild ride!

Best of all, you don't need a strong ceiling or fancy tools to get this door swing swinging into action. It sets up in minutes and easily tucks away in the closet or under the bed when the fun is over. Take it with you on vacation and turn your hotel into the ultimate bondage playground!

ORDER:
Code# CD-726
$110.00
Swiss Love Ball

The Swiss Love Ball provides a wonderful venue for both sex and exercise. It is perfect for couples who want to create new and exciting pleasure positions. You and your partner can increase the depth of penetration during intercourse whilst adding the ability to enjoy some comfortable rocking motions. All it takes is a little imagination as you explore the endless possibilities.

The Swiss Love Ball inflates to 36” (91.5cm) and requires an air pump (not included) for inflation.

ORDER:
Code# ES-732
$75.00
Fetish- Feather Love Cuffs (red)

Lock up your lover and explore your fetish fantasies with these fabulous Feather Love Cuffs. Lined with velvety-soft faux fur and covered with seductive feathers, these heavy-duty cuffs keep your lover comfortably constrained and looking and feeling sexy. The locking mechanism has a quick-release button in case you lose the key, and their sturdy construction ensures they're made to play hard.

ORDER:
Code# CD-201
$30.00
Fetish Beginner's Furry Cuffs

Lock up your lover and explore your fetish fantasies with these Beginner Furry Cuffs. Lined with velvety-soft faux fur, these first-timer cuffs keep your lover comfortably constrained and looking and feeling sexy. The locking mechanism has a quick-release button in case you lose the key, and the cuffs easily adjust to fit most sizes. You'll both love the sensuous feel of the soft fur as it teases, tickles and titillates!

ORDER:
Code# WW-718
$19.00
*available in white or red*
Get more out of your cuffs with the Ouch Pleasure Furry Handcuffs, allowing you a comfortable wear for metal cuffs as the fluffy covering protects your skin. The metal cuffs are strong and don’t easily break, allowing you to reliably restrain your partner. The Furry Handcuffs have a quick release system just in case you lose the keys.

ORDER:
Code# WW-719
$20.00
Fetish-Honeymoon Bondage Kit

This Honeymoon Bondage kit includes: 4 Tethers, 2 Satin hand cuffs, 2 Satin leg cuffs, 1 Feather tickler, 1 Mini vibe, 2 Candles and a FREE Love Mask! The perfect accessory to get the Honeymoon (or any occasion) kick started with a dash of excitement.

ORDER:
Code# CD-602

$55.00
Satin Bondage Kit- by Fetish

Keep your lover under wraps with these playfully pink satin bondage ribbons. Perfect for beginners who are new to light bondage play, these seductively soft ribbons securely restrain your lover in any position you can imagine. The silky smooth tether ribbons adjust at the end to form wrist and ankle cuffs, while the hogtie allows you to explore exotic positions you never dared try. Set includes 4 satin tethers, satin hogtie and FREE satin love mask. One size fits most.

ORDER:
Code# CD-603
$40.00
Beginner’s Bondage kit

You and your partner can explore each other's naughty side with this all-in-one Beginner's Bondage Set. This kit consists of 4 velvet cuffs with nylon ties, 2 candles, a soft feather tickler and a free satin blindfold. Together you will be able to: experience the thrill of submission, enjoy the power of dominance, and fulfil your hidden fantasies!

ORDER:
Code# CD-604
$58.00
CUFFS 4 U STRAPS

This complete set of four adjustable restraints gives you complete freedom to take away some else’s complete freedom of movement. This is a wonderful devise to assist in you and your partner’s exploration of the world of bondage. These four comfortable cuffs allow for an endless variety of positions and enjoyment.

ORDER:
Code# ES-207
$35.00
Hand Cuffs- quick release

This is a perfect product for couples wishing to explore the world of light bondage. Whether you or your lover are in control, this simple item can provide hours worth of erotic adventure. These solidly constructed, all metal hand cuffs come equipped with a “quick release” feature that allows them to be “escape-proof” yet safe!

ORDER:
Code# ES-734
$14.00
This particular kit is absolutely perfect for any playful couple looking to add a hint of domination and submission to lovemaking.

Starting out with a user friendly pair of First Timer's Cuffs, you can keep your object of desire in a state of hands-off, while you tease and please. The Velcro design is non threatening to beginners as they are extremely comfortable and can be removed in a flash. Secured by solid clips and O-rings, they're as effective as they are comfortable. A soft Feather Tickler is included, letting you trace teasing designs over the most sensitive parts of your bound-up partners body, and slipping on the soft satin Love Mask can enhance tactile sensations and keep them in an exciting state of anticipation.

ORDER:
Code# WW-601
$40.00
Lover’s Fantasy Kit

Now- you and your partner can explore “fantasy play” with this fantastic bondage kit. The handcuffs (keys incl.) allow for a bit of dominance and submission whilst the leather whip adds a taste of pleasurable pain into the mix. The element of mystery/surprise is added with the use of the Satin Love Mask allowing for hours of explorative enjoyment for you Both!

ORDER:
Code# CD-605
$44.00
Secret Obsession - Buckled Hand Restraints (black)

These Soft and Comfortable Neoprene cuffs are ideal for couples beginning to experiment as well as those who prefer a light touch of obedience. They come with easy to use Velcro Fasteners & Tie Ups that are wonderful for all bondage role play.

ORDER:
Code# CD-208

$20.00
Lover’s Door Cuffs

If you don't have room for bondage equipment, then you will love the over the door love cuffs. These soft and comfortable restraints fit over any door with weights at one end and adjustable Velcro restraints at the other. They are not only fun and easy to use easy but they also store away very nicely.

ORDER:
Code# CD-209
$40.00
There is nothing quite like some orgasmic bouncing fun when indulging in sexual stimulation. This fabulous string of anal beads is 7-inches in length with four sets of double beads (making eight in total). It tapers gently in size which makes it extremely comfortable, and has a suction cup base that can be stuck to any flat surface for “hands-free” play. This delicately designed anal wand is manufactured with bendable PVC material and can be used for delivering enjoyable anal stimulation pleasures to both women and men.

ORDER:
Code# ES-905
$10.00
Sassy 10 Anal beads

The Sassy Anal Beads will put a pop in your sex life! Whether you're a beginner or seasoned expert in anal bead play, you will enjoy these high quality anal beads.

The Sassy Anal Beads are made of a durable, flexible PVC and designed with ten gradual beads that are sure to hit all the right spots. The convenient loop handle is not noticeable during insertion, but appreciated for provide easy retrieval. They can also be enjoyed vaginally during both intercourse and solo play. So no matter how you use them you will experience incredible stimulation.

ORDER:
Code# NA-906
$12.00
Bendy Beads

These 100% silicone anal beads have a smooth satin finish that is sensuous to the touch. Bendy Beads are 9.7 inches long with 8.25 inches of accessible play. They feature a diamond taper for ease of insertion with an alternating pattern of smooth beads for erotic variety. Made of pure body safe silicone, they are boil proof and freeze proof for sensual temperature play and hygiene. Bendy Beads are truly luxury at its finest!

ORDER:
Code# NA- 905
$19.00
Pretty Ends Anal Plug

Anal beginners, rejoice, this little plug is all you'll need to ease into the pleasures of backdoor play. The Pretty Ends plug is a gorgeous little starter toy with a forgiving, flexible feel that still remains firm enough to insert and position comfortably. A classic tapered shape starts off small before flaring slightly toward the middle, it then tapers in again at the bottom, just before the wide, safe base. Made from PVC coated material, the Pretty Ends gets deliciously slick with the addition of lube, which you'll want to use lots of for maximum pleasure and comfort. A good water based formula is the best choice for use with the rubber based material of this plug.

ORDER:
Code# VT-903
$20.00
Sassy Anal Plug

The Sassy Anal Plug is the perfect toy for beginners, Kegel exercise, if you’re just experimenting or if you have been hesitant to try anal play. Its 4” in length, most importantly, it’s shaped to stay in inserted for the ultimate, cheeky experience. The easy to grip base, has a hole at base to allow insertion of a small bullet vibe, just in case you want the option to intensify your experience with a little, feel good vibrations. So, whether it’s vibrating or not, you can enjoy some Sassy anal fun that will have you coming back for more!

ORDER:
Code# NA-901
$14.00
8Ball Anal Probe

This incredible design features powerful vibrations with four speed indicator lights. A bendable beaded shaft holds any shape for creative pleasure. It is waterproof and measures 7 ¼” (insertable) and 7/8” wide.

ORDER:
Code# ES-812
$55.00
Nicole's Vibra Plug

Basic Training has designed the perfect anal toy for beginners and the experienced alike. It is ideal for Kegel exercise, or if you’re just experimenting with the delights of anal stimulation. This sleek and sexy anal plug is 4.25” in length, and is shaped to stay inserted for the ultimate in erotic anal pleasure. It has an easy to grip base and you can choose from seven highly satisfying vibration/pulsation speeds. The Vibra Plug is easy to clean and 100% waterproof. (available in pink or blue)

ORDER:
Code# NA- 903
$21.00
Thriller Ass Vibrating Butt Plug

Thriller Ass is made from 100 percent silicone for hygienic fun and safety. This anal plug is easy to handle and operated by hand control device that gives you multi speeds to choose from. It has a strong suction base that is perfect for the times that you wish to have your hands free. You will find its ultra soft and smooth tip to be ideally designed for comfortable insertion.

ORDER:
Code# WW-901
$30.00
Vibrating Butt Plug- small

If you prefer a smaller anal plug, then this Vibrating Butt Plug by Pure is a wonderful choice. The smaller size of this plug makes it perfect for beginners, or for those who simply prefer the smaller size. It has a tapered cone shape that starts with a narrow tip. This provides you and/or your partner with a comfortable insertion. The cone shape combined with the slender neck makes this a stimulating plug that will stay in place. It also features an easy to use controller, which you can use to select from the 4 vibration levels. This plug is made from safe materials, is waterproof, and easy to clean and care for.

ORDER:
Code# VT-901
$28.00
Pure Vibrating Butt Plug
Medium (black)

This waterproof plug is specially designed for those who prefer it a little larger. It has a sleek and comfortable design and a suction base that attaches to most smooth surfaces. The powerful remote control can deliver four speeds of exhilarating vibration with the easy touch of a button.

ORDER:
Code# ES-902
$34.00
Intimate Lover- Vibrating Anal Plug

This exciting anal plug has an elegant shape that is certain to please. It is constructed from a silicon material that is extremely soft and subtle yet is still firm enough to provide immense pleasure for the user. It has 7 separate functions of vibrations to choose from. This allows you to find the perfect level of pulsation to create intense and erotic enjoyment.

ORDER:
Code# NA-902
$36.00
Swirl Top Butt Plug Vibe

This elegant egg style butt plug is designed with soft swirling jelly ribs and a pearlescent suction cup base for endless enjoyment. It is small but powerful with an easy-to-use, multi-speed controller which features four different vibration settings. This allows for complete control and optimal pleasure.

It is approximately 10cm in length with gently contoured ridges, a soft jelly covering, and has flared base to stop full insertion. The addition of the suction base allows for hands free play so you can focus on the fun. It is also 100% waterproof so playtime can be anywhere you want.

ORDER:  
Code# CD-901  
$39.00
Anal Eaze

Famous for making anal sex easy and comfortable, Cherry Flavored AnalEaze is a must-have for pleasurable anal play. A special formulation desensitizes just enough for easy penetration, while allowing for ultimate enjoyment. This Anal lube has a pleasant Cherry scent and flavour to kick up the excitement even more, for thrilling anal adventures! Contains a mild anesthetic (benzocaine) that enhances comfort during penetration.

ORDER:
Code# WW-416
$29.00
Liquid Sex- Anal Spray

Liquid Sex Desensitizing Anal Spray Gel is perfect for people who are new to anal play along with those familiar with these enjoyable encounters.

It is designed with a fast absorbing formula based around Lidocaine which desensitizes the anus for increased comfort yet still maintains enough sensitivity for full enjoyment.

You will find that the no-mess spray pump and no-drip gel allow for not only ease of use but also the ability for the gel to stays where you spray it.

ORDER:
Code# CD-428
$22.00
Daring anal relaxing spray

There are a large number of intensely pleasurable nerve endings in the anus. However there are also few powerful muscles that can make things difficult when you're trying to play. Daring anal spray for Intimate Organics is fast acting and relaxes the anal sphincter. This silicone based (condom safe) lubricant spray makes penetration easier and more comfortable. It is a helpful tool for exploring with a partner or on your own.

Intimate Organics uses USDA board-certified organic extracts, and this product contains clove bud, sunflower seed oil, lycium barbarum fruit extract, and aloe barbadensis leaf extract for a natural relaxation.

ORDER:
Code# ES-427
$45.00
The Zini Deux
Couple’s Vibrator

This device will bring the concept of foreplay to a new level. Each shell can be used independently with one designed specifically for the man’s body and the other designed for the woman’s body. You can also use them both together to add a new dimension to your intimate times.

All of our Zini range are constructed with a silky smooth texture and are fully rechargeable. They are capable of 15 different modes of speed and pulsation.

For detailed product specifications—please visit our website.

$230.00

Please contact us for Colour Options
All of our Zini range are constructed with a silky smooth texture and are fully rechargeable. They are capable of 15 different modes of speed and pulsation for your perfect enjoyment.

With any of the Zini products, just find the style that suits you best and enjoy the "excellence of sophistication".

For detailed product specifications- please visit our website.

$169.00

Please contact us for Colour Options
The Zini Roae

All of our Zini range are constructed with a silky smooth texture and are fully rechargeable. They are capable of 15 different modes of speed and pulsation for your perfect enjoyment.

With any of the Zini products, just find the style that suits you best and enjoy the “excellence of sophistication”.

For detailed product specifications- please visit our website

$195.00

Please contact us for Colour Options
The Zini Ran

All of our Zini range are constructed with a silky smooth texture and are fully rechargeable. They are capable of 15 different modes of speed and pulsation for your perfect enjoyment.

With any of the Zini products, just find the style that suits you best and enjoy the “excellence of sophistication”.

For detailed product specifications- please visit our website

$149.00

Please contact us for Colour Options
The Zini Zook

All of our Zini range are constructed with a silky smooth texture and are fully rechargeable. They are capable of 15 different modes of speed and pulsation for your perfect enjoyment.

With any of the Zini products, just find the style that suits you best and enjoy the “excellence of sophistication”.

For detailed product specifications- please visit our website

$159.00

Please contact us for Colour Options